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Abstract
In the fields of Human-Computer Interaction and Interaction
Design there is an increased interest in designing for leisure and
fun in contrast to an understanding of technology primarily as
part of the workplace. Along with this, the relevance of experiential aspects of design is heightened compared to usability in terms
of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. At the same time, this
created an interest in the relationship between the human body
and technology use in research and industry.
The starting point for this thesis is the perceived difficulty to
combine exploration and technology in early stages of the design
process without becoming technology-focused. Instead of picking
a technology early in the process and therefore letting the design
process be shaped by it, this thesis advocates introducing technology in a way that designers can explore different technologies
similar to sketching with different materials.
This thesis aims to identify the needs of designers in interdisciplinary teams when designing with movement-based interactions. This is done by first summarizing important aspects of
sketching from the literature. Secondly, the tools that are currently available are reviewed. Finally, an observational study of a design situation is conducted to complete this investigation.
The main outcome of this thesis is a set of guidelines for designing a sketching tool for movement-based interactions in interdisciplinary teams. The most important are low transaction
costs, overview over sketches, integration into the existing ecosystem, optimization for the team setting and clear articulation of
material qualities.
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1.

Introduction

In the last years there has been an increased interest in issues that
arise when considering the relationship between the human body
and technology in the fields of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Interaction Design (IxD). Different research fields
inside HCI concern themselves with diverse aspects of this relationship, prominently ubiquitous computing, embodied interaction, physical interaction and interactive spaces (Larssen,
Robertson, Loke, & Edwards, 2006). This increased interest results in a move away from traditional desktop interfaces, and also
touch interfaces, that let all activities look the same when considering the physical movement employed when interacting with
them (Klemmer, Hartmann, & Takayama, 2006).
Moreover, this opens up a new aspect in the relationship between human movement and technology: In addition to gestures
that are primarily directed at an interface and might have to be
learned, there can be movements that are performed to another
end that can be interpreted as input for a system. This can be
seen in areas such as exertion games or dance performances
where humans move and the movement is not primarily regarded
as a gesture to manipulate an interface. These movements carry
meaning beyond the interface: they are expressive like in a dance,
they bring joy like in games, they are performed for an end like in
exercise or they can communicate with other people. These kinds
of interactions are also included in movement-based interactions
and should be considered at early stages of the design process.
Including movement-based interactions early in the design
process is difficult, however, because many of the traditional explorative design tools, such as paper sketches or paper prototyping, are not rich enough to convey design qualities of time and
space; they especially underestimate the experiential quality of
movements. Likewise, the need to register movement requires a
wider use of technologies such as different sensors and actuators.
Often members of interdisciplinary design teams are not familiar
with these technologies. This unfamiliarity might restrict early
stage exploration to already known solutions or teams might end
up fighting the technology to conform to a concept that neither
acknowledges the limitations of technology nor does it profit
from what the technology actually is able to accomplish
(Sundström, Osswald, & Tscheligi, 2011). Therefore it seems important to introduce these technologies earlier in the design process, which in essence means arguing for technology as a design
material (Belenguer & Lundén, 2012; Sundström, Grufberg, et al.,
2011; Sundström, Vaara, et al., 2011).
7
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It is important to distinguish such an early use of technology
in the design process from a technology-centered design process.
The idea of technology as a design material tries to see technology
as an inspiration in ideation and combines this with typical activities of the ideation stage, such as storyboards and sketches
(Sundström, Grufberg, et al., 2011). This means design is still
considered an unfolding, iterative activity (Fallman, 2003) in
which a designer engages in the activities of problem-setting and
problem-solving alternatingly (Schon, 1983).
Another concept that is helpful in this context is Buxton’s
(2007) notion of sketching as a design activity that represents an
explorative intent. He argues that in any kind of design there is
some kind of activity that resembles sketching, that indeed
sketching is the archetypical activity of design (as also proposed
by Fallman (2003) and Suwa & Tversky (1996)). However, he
notes that traditional paper sketching is not enough when trying
to convey experiential qualities.
All this describes the setting this thesis was set out to start in,
motivated by the experience of the research group: Uniting
movement and technology and bringing both into early stages of
the design process. Likewise, a design situation that is characterized by interdisciplinary teams and includes movements that are
not primarily performed to interact with an interface but to another end, e.g. for fun or exercise. Using technology early in the
design process without making the design process technologycentered entails high demands on the way the technology is presented. For this end, the initial aim of this thesis was to design a
sketching interface for a wireless sensor platform that existed only
in parts. The design of this sensor platform allows sending sensor
data (e.g. from accelerometers, gyroscopes, temperature, etc.) on
a chip via wireless connection to an end device. The receiving
device can be a phone, tablet, or standalone computer. The platform is designed to be lightweight and energy efficient. It would
be compatible with the Arduino programming environment described later. The sensors allow recognizing free movement in
multiple ways; however, from the experience of the research
group the data these sensors deliver is hard to understand for
many team members in interdisciplinary teams. The future aim
would therefore be to create an interface to make this data understandable and to create an easy mechanism to connect sensors to
a device.
This thesis is now aiming to investigate the needs of designers in interdisciplinary teams when exploring movement-based
interactions in early stages of design and how this could be supported with tools that convey the material qualities of the technology.

8
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For this it is important to gain an understanding of sketching and its role in the design process as well as identifying where
current tools are falling short. These insights can then be used to
provide guidelines how these tools could be improved for the
design situation that was described above and could specify how
such a tool should be designed.
This gap is investigated by, first, conducting a literature review on important aspects of sketching and by, secondly, reviewing candidate tools. Finally, an observational study of a design
situation during a workshop is conducted to explore this gap. The
results from this observational study than inform guidelines for
such a tool in combination with insights from the literature. The
main outcome of this thesis is a set of guidelines for designing a
sketching tool for movement-based interactions in interdisciplinary teams.
The scope of this thesis is specifically limited to sketching of
movement-based interactions. This means the focus is not on
prototyping, but on early stage exploration. Additionally, the results concentrate on the specific requirements of movementbased interactions and disregard other areas that might profit
from sketching tools as well. Furthermore, the review of tools is
limited to tools that are easily acquired as off-the-shelf tools or
that have been presented as part of an article published in a research journal. In addition, there are limitations inherent and due
to the setup of the observational study. Certain problems are
connected with an observational study such as representability,
sampling issues and the lack of power to draw causal inferences.
Furthermore, it is hard to infer the individual intent of a designer
just from the behavior. A more detailed discussion of the limitations can be found in the method section.
The most important future work after this thesis is building
a system that conforms to the guidelines that are the main outcome of this thesis. This way the validity of the guidelines can be
tested.
The next chapters of this thesis are organized into theoretical
background, method, results, discussion and conclusion. The
theoretical background will start out with a more detailed description of movement-based interactions. It will then present the
literature view of sketching in contrast to prototyping. Some aspects that are related to sketching from the literature are described such as the use of sketches as externalization and the need
for fluency for sketching to be successful. Sketching in teams has
been discussed relatively little in contrast to individual sketching
activities, consequently factors like creative work in teams and
speech and gestures in sketching have to be discussed. Furthermore, the idea of technology as material for design will be dis9
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cussed and contrasted with the idea of sketching. Following this,
the notion of design tools will be discussed to highlight typical
shortcomings of tools for design created in research. The distinction between a manipulation of a system and the final effect it has
on the system will be discussed as well, as this could be an important point in team use of a design tool. Following this, areas of
paper sketching are highlighted that have been suggested to profit
from better tool support. The background will close with a review
and critique of possible tools.
The method section of this thesis will give an overview over
the observational study and the tasks and conditions, as well as
the focus group that was conducted. Then the analysis of the data
will be described and issues will be discussed that occurred during
the workshop and could become limitations.
The results section will first present an overview over the
general course of events and issues that characterized the workshop as a whole. Following this, the results are organized into
groups corresponding to the issue they most closely belong to: the
sketch material, the material constraints or social aspects. The
results are then discussed first as general results and then issues
during the workshop are compared to literature to gain deeper
insight into them.
Finally, the conclusion will review the appropriateness of the
method, summarize the contributions and outline areas for future
work.

10
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2.

Theoretical Background

This chapter will set off with a more detailed description of
movement-based interactions. After this, the literature that is
relevant to sketching for this thesis will be reviewed. The focus
will be on the different intents of sketching and prototyping, the
function of the sketch as externalization and the importance of
fluency for sketching will be discussed. Furthermore, creative
work in teams will be discussed as well as aspects pertaining to it,
such as speech and gestures. The notion of sketching is then contrasted with the idea of technology as design material.
Following this, the notion of design tools will be discussed to
highlight typical shortcomings of tools for design created in research. The distinction between a manipulation of a system and
the final effect it has on the system will be discussed as well, as
this could be an important point for the use of such a design tool
in a team setting. Following this, areas of paper sketching are
highlighted that have been suggested to profit from better tool
support. The background will close with a review and critique of
possible tools.

2.1.

Movement-based Interactions

As has been mentioned above, the interest into the relationship
between the human body and technology in the recent years, also
lead to increased attention to physical movement. This interest
brings researchers and practitioners from varied areas together
such as “architecture, computer science, dance, design, engineering, fashion design, psychology and work practice” (Larssen et al.,
2006, p. 607). But even within HCI several sub-disciplines concern themselves with movements such as ubiquitous computing,
embodied interaction and interactive spaces (Larssen et al., 2006).
The amount of disciplines involved shows the varied application areas for movement-based interactions such as sports and
exercise, physical therapy, dance and also games. Many of the
most advanced examples for movement-based interactions can be
found in games developed in research and industry, such as the
Microsoft Kinect1, which is a camera-based sensor used to control
video games.
As mentioned earlier this interest in the body in relation to
technology is motivated by an increased interest in experiential
qualities of technology use, especially due to a new interest in
leisure and fun. The mentioned types of games, for example, focus on the physical and social experience of play. The physical

1

http://www.xbox.com/en-US/KINECT
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experience is more important here than in traditional videogames. This physical component also seems to have an influence
on the social actions in groups, which can be seen with the contagiousness of movements. This refers to the fact that movements
can spread across groups in much the same way as emotions can
spread in a group (Márquez Segura, Waern, Moen, & Johansson,
2013). Furthermore, it has been argued that gestures are inherently social because they can be visible to others when interacting
with a system (Saffer, 2008)
The aspect of the experiential qualities is also evident in the
name movement-based interactions. This phrasing is used to emphasize the interactions in contrast to the interface (Larssen et al.,
2006). That means the understanding of movement includes but
is wider than gestures that are primarily directed at an interface
and might have to be learned. Movements in movement-based
interactions can also be performed to another end and the
movement can then be interpreted as input for a system as well.
This means the movements carry meaning beyond the interface:
they are expressive like in a dance, they bring joy like in games,
they are performed for an end like in exercise or they can communicate with other people.
Movement-based interactions present unique challenges for
design because movement is relatively free flowing and often unconstrained. This means a system should not constrain the user
inadvertently to perform a movement in a certain way, for example, with limiting the space for movements or with too much
weight. Furthermore, this also stands in stark contrast to the traditional, technological work setup, exemplified by the desktop or
notebook computer. This setup is primarily used for one person
looking at one computer at a desk. This posture and the interaction modalities of primarily mouse and keyboard is not easy to
combine with movement-based interactions.
Another aspect that stresses the importance of the body in
our experience of the world is the idea of thinking through doing
(Klemmer et al., 2006), as is done in sketching and prototyping.

2.2.

Sketching and Prototyping

As outlined above, the perspective of this thesis on sketching is
strongly influenced by Buxton’s (2007) seminal account of
sketching. His main contribution is to generalize the notion of
sketching from paper-based drawings to the use of a wide array of
materials. This, however, creates the need to differentiate sketching from prototyping. According to his definitions, sketching is
not defined by the type of material that is used, but by the intent
that the designer uses when creating the artifact. He sees sketches
as well as prototypes as manifestations of the design concept;
however, he suggests that both types of manifestations are created
12
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with a different intent and generally located at different stages of
the design process. One of the main differences between a sketch
and a prototype for Buxton is the investment a designer made in
creating the manifestation. Generally this can be summed up as:
A sketch is created early in the design process for ideation with
little investment and a prototype is created late in the design process with higher investment. The author contrasts the different
intents that stand behind creating a sketch in contrast to a prototype by juxtaposing the different functions both are created for
(see Figure 1). It has to be stressed though that the differentiation
is not a dichotomy but that there is a gradual transition from

Sketch

Prototype

evocative

didactic

suggest

describe

explore

refine

question

answer

propose

test

provoke

resolve

tentative

specific

noncommittal

depiction

Figure 1: Comparison of sketch and prototype (recreated after Buxton, 2007, p.
140)

sketching towards prototyping. In his account, a sketch is trying
to evoke further thinking and is not used to teach another person
something about the concept. A sketch should open to
interpretation and suggest ideas instead of describing a design
concept and it should be used to explore a concept and not for
refining the concept. It should create more questions than it
answers, should propose them and should not be used to test the
answers. It should provoke new ideas and should not resolve
conflicts in the idea. A sketch has to be tentative and unspecific
and it should be clear that the designer did not commit to the
idea, yet.
Furthermore, Buxton identifies 11 characteristics of a conventional sketch, which can serve as guidelines for categorizing
an artifact as a sketch or a prototype. A sketch is then characterized by the fact that it can be quickly created and especially that it
can be created in a timely fashion when it is needed. Similarly, it
has to be inexpensive so the financial (but also emotional) investment in it is low and it is easy to dispose of. The author also
13
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stresses that sketches only really develop their whole power by
comparing many different of them. Additionally, they have a certain look that identifies it as a sketch. The visual language shared
by sketches tells an observer that the project is not further advanced than it actually is. Besides this a sketch tries to only explore what has to be explored at that point in time, even more so,
it has to stay ambiguous to encourage reading new information
from it. Finally, a sketch does not try to confirm a design concept,
but it tries to suggest a new solution and to explore different alternatives.

quick
timely
inexpensive
disposable
plentiful
clear vocabulary
distinct gesture
minimal detail
appropriate degree of refinement
ambiguity
suggest & explore rather than confirm
Figure 2: Listing of characteristics of a sketch (Buxton, 2007, pp. 111–113)

Although this list focuses on the characteristics of a sketch as
an artifact, Buxton cautions to see the main value of sketching in
the artifact or the outcome. He sees a lot more value in the process of sketching and prefers to see the artifact as a catalyst. This
is similar to Klemmer et al. (2006) who stress the importance of
thinking through doing. This perspective relies heavily on
Schön’s (1983) account of practice as a reflective conversation
with the situation: A practitioner is concurrently engaging in the
activities of problem-setting and problem-solving. While trying
to solve the problem, the practitioner constantly reevaluates the
problem definition that was the starting point for the work. This
can also be described as constant sense-making process, where
the practitioner first establishes a frame (point view towards the
problem, (Klein, Moon, & Hoffman, 2006)) and continuously and
gradually changes it. These conceptualizations are very helpful
when talking about design, however, it has been pointed out that
seeing design only as pragmatic problem-solving is undervaluing
design (Fallman, 2003). For discussing sketching it is a very helpful perspective, yet it is important to keep in mind that this perspective only deals with a part of design.

14
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In contrast to these conceptualizations of the cognitive activities during design, the distinction between sketching and prototyping as described by Buxton does not seem to be very common
in academic literature. Hartmann (2009) claims that the distinction between sketching and prototyping is only used by Buxton in
this way. Hartmann then reports that the design consultancy
IDEO has an internal model that distinguishes between prototypes that have the intent to inspire, evolve or validate in the
course of a design project. He sees a match between Buxton’s
concept of sketching and prototyping and the different roles prototyping activities can have in the design process in the latter
model.
In the same way, Fallman (2003) argues that in the field of
HCI, prototyping is synonymous with sketching. He notes that
because of the unique challenges of HCI that lie in sketching aspects like “interactivity, temporality, tangibility, immersion,
sound, and haptics,” more expressive materials are needed than
pen and paper. However, he cites Houde & Hill (1997) and cautions against the habit to emphasize the tools and materials when
discussing prototypes. However, Fallman then stresses that the
actual conversation with the material is the important part of a
sketch. It is important to keep in mind that Fallman wrote earlier
than Buxton.
Houde & Hill (1997) see prototypes as representing the concept in different degrees of completion and enabling designers to
explore design angles. They distinguish between resolution and
fidelity, where the first means the “amount of detail” (Houde &
Hill, 1997, p. 3) and the second “closeness to the eventual design”
(Houde & Hill, 1997, p. 3). The authors employ a very wide definition of prototype and even include storyboards in their notion.
Their main standard to judge if something is a prototype is, how
the designer uses it. For this they distinguish between three aspects in the creation of prototypes: They look at the role the artifact will perform for the user, the look and feel and the technical
implementation.
For Mousette (2012) the differentiation between sketches
and prototypes is very blurry and he concludes that the main difference between a sketch and prototype is what calls their radiation patterns: For him a sketch radiates inwards as it is created as
a reflective artifact aimed primarily at the creator, in contrast to a
prototype which radiates outwards and is directed at the world, to
communicate. This characterization seems to be very much in
line with Buxton (2007).
Differences in terminology are not as important as long as
the different concepts have enough discriminatory power. Yet,
especially Fallman’s (2003) account seems to muddle the differentiation that Buxton and Mousette try to establish. Likewise the
15
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characterization of Houde & Hill seems lacking as it focuses very
much on the qualities of the prototype and not so much on the
reasoning behind the prototype. They stress that the aspect that
makes something a prototype is that it is used as a prototype,
however, including everything from bricks that are used for size
and weight prototyping over to storyboards to final implementation prototypes under one common term seems to stretch the
discriminatory power of the word prototype. This is also a criticism of Hartmann’s way of brushing away the distinction of
sketching and prototyping to just call sketching “prototyping to
inspire and explore”. It seems important to distinguish between
the different intents that are behind creating artifacts and using
different words to point this out seems much more functional
than having one term that needs qualifying information.
2.2.1. Generalization and Fluency
The cognitive activity of sketching on paper, especially in architecture, has been studied extensively (Goldschmidt, 1991, 2003;
Schön & Wiggins, 1992; Suwa & Tversky, 1996, 2001, 2003;
Tversky, 1999). Bilda, Gero & Purcell (2006) note that sketching
is generally described as an essential activity in early stages of
design in architecture, however, they could not find any indication of higher creativity between designing with a blindfold on
limited to mental imagery and sketching. They conclude that
sketching might not be important for expert designers. Yet, the
architects had to convey the design in the blindfolded condition
by sketching it out on paper quickly, here they might have unnoticeably engaged in sketching activity.
The general focus on paper sketching makes generalizing the
results and concepts to sketching with other materials risky.
Nonetheless, Klemmer, Hartmann & Takayama (2006) and Buxton (2007) adapt the idea of backtalk from Goldschmidt (2003).
She had conceptualized a process in which the sketcher reads his
own sketch and retrieves more information by interpreting it in a
new way. She argues that by doing this skilled architects are able
to navigate the design space. Klemmer, Hartmann & Takayama
(2006) stress that this is also the case in prototyping: the designer
enters a conversation with materials as described by Schön &
Bennett 2 . This enables designers to explicate tacit knowledge,
which enables successful communication in the first place.
As hinted at above, there seem to be different skill levels in
sketching. For example, it has been noted that expert sketchers
are able to extract more information from a sketch then less experienced sketchers (Tversky, 1999). Furthermore, the skill in ma-

2

(Schön & Bennett, 1996) was not available, but a work in progress report
19.12.13 15:36 was read that seems to outline the basic argument.
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nipulating the sketching material has an impact on the ability of
sketching: Goldschmidt (2003) calls this fluency and Mousette
(2012) calls this mastery of the material. Goldschmidt is a bit
more precise and describes fluency as being able to sketch “without having to spare attention to the actual production processes”
(Goldschmidt, 2003, p. 81). Mousette further points to the criteria
of transaction costs and appropriateness when deciding a sketching material. Transaction costs describe the efforts a sketcher has
to go through to make a move when sketching. In his account
transaction costs refer not only to the financial costs, but also to
the “availability of the materials or other resources, skills needed,
time constraints, motivation, etc.” (Moussette, 2012, p. 78). For
sketching to be an effective way of externalization and exploration, the transaction costs have to be very low. His concept of
transaction cost is therefore related but incongruent with Goldschmidt’s notion of fluency.
I would propose a concept of fluency that unites these perspectives and is split into two components: A skill dimension that
describes the level of mastery over the material by the designer
and a dimension of material quality that describes a sketching
material with low transaction costs for a sketching move. The last
part of the concept can be best explained by a referring to Buxton’s characteristics of a sketch (see Figure 2): Using a sketch material with low transactions costs is quick, timely and inexpensive.
When an outside observer sees fluency in sketching, he perceives
mastery of the material and the use of an appropriate sketching
material.
2.2.2. Teams
There are several factors that influence early stage, explorative
work in design projects that are important for sketching. These
factors primarily pertain to team dynamics and skill sets.
For instance, it has been established that sharing multiple
versions in critique sessions leads to better outcomes, increases
exploration of the problem space and improves sharing and
group rapport (Dow, Fortuna, Schwartz, Altringer, & Klemmer,
2011). Buxton also points to this with his ideas that there should
be plentiful sketches (see Figure 2). He reasons that not only
shows it wider breadth of concepts, but it also decreases investment by the sketcher and signals it to the designer giving the critique (Buxton, 2007).
Working in groups, however, can have negative effects on
the outcome. Brainstorming in groups was found to be lacking in
outcome quality. This was primarily due to the blocking effect in
communications, i.e. if participants get an idea they have to wait
for the other participant to finish talking. This has the effect that
participants are distracted because they have to keep their own
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idea in their head while listening. They found note taking to improve this condition only when no communication was happening and attribute it to the fact that note taking is effortful. (Diehl
& Stroebe, 1987, 1991)
When using sketching in groups it was found that sketching
support the individual designer as outlined above and it facilitates
access to earlier outcomes, however, designers did not read new
ideas off someone else’s sketch3. It was also found that combining
sketching and brainstorming at the same time interrupted the
individual sketch cycle of each designer and so lead to a breakdown. Due to this the researchers used a technique called
brainsketching, which consists of rounds of individual sketching
with alternating sharing sessions. (van der Lugt, 2005)
Another interesting aspect of working creatively in teams is
the difference in levels of knowledge and specializations.
Belenguer & Smith (2011) argue that in interdisciplinary teams,
every team member should be able to work from their strength.
That means that an engineer does not start designing and a designer does not start engineering. However, they found that by
adapting the engineering methods it was possible for the engineer
to support the designer in their project and join in on working
creatively. They introduced the new concepts of dreaming, in
which the engineer used his knowledge about technology but
avoided thinking about specific implementation details, the engineer would then use the concept of mirroring and would present
the designer with renditions of the design concept. This way of
working increased the satisfaction in the team because everyone
was working from his or her specialization without the engineer
feeling as a ‘slave’ to the designer.
2.2.3. Speech and Gestures
Studies (Adler & Davis, 2004, 2007) into the language used to
support sketching show that the stream of speech is very interrupted and shows frequent repetitions. It is noteworthy that the
talk while sketching is always centered on the element that is
sketched at the point in time and does not address other elements
in the sketch. It was also found that when asked a question, participant reused the wording of the question when answering it.
Tholander & Karlgren (2008) conclude that interaction designers working on a whiteboard create a “shared conceptual
‘sketch’ through work with language as a creative tool”
(Tholander & Karlgren, 2008, p. 453). The language used in the
sketching sessions they observed where very fragmented and included a lot of deictic phrases. The designers used these words to
3

This is also supported by Goldschmidt (Goldschmidt, 2003) who found out
that children would make up elaborate stories about drawings they made
themselves, but were unable to do so when looking at another child’s drawing.
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direct the attention of the other designers towards areas of the
whiteboard (“this”, “that”, “there”). They further note that the
designers in the study enriched the whiteboard sketch with gestures and movements, e.g. they “clicked” on areas on the whiteboard to simulate button presses and pointed at the screen they
were at in the flow. The authors see this as a way to bypass the
lack of interactivity of whiteboards. Generally, they observed the
use of a whiteboard as an ordering device of ideas, where ideas
could be collected and ordered. Together with language and
movements the designers created a common understanding and
step-by-step removed vagueness and became more specific and
conceptual.

2.3.

Technology as Design Material

In recent years (Wiberg, Ishii, Dourish, & Vallgårda, 2013) a new
perspective has been presented that urges designers to reevaluate
the role technology plays in design: Sundström et al. (2011) argue
for looking at technology not as something that has to be dominated and restrained but as a source of inspiration. In particular
this approach tries to not look at constraints that are inherent in
technology as limitations or as necessary evil that has to be
worked around. These properties of technology should instead
be considered as qualities of a digital material. They claim that
this perspective is especially important in interdisciplinary teams
where not all participants have experience with a technology.
They propose two concepts that can be used to follow this
idea: They argue for creating inspirational bits (Sundström,
Grufberg, et al., 2011) and experiential artifacts (Sundström,
Vaara, et al., 2011). An inspirational bit lets people feel a technology and exemplifies properties of the technology in a material
way. It is mainly thought for informing the design team and trying to explain or inspire. The focus is especially on properties that
are frequently glossed over. In contrast to this, an experiential
artifact is focused on the experience that one or multiple digital
materials enable and that is new and exciting. An experiential
artifact is oversimplified a more polished inspirational bit.
The aim of this approach is to include parts of working with
technology very early in the design process. The authors hope to
create more integration in the design team and somewhat change
the usual unidirectional way of working from designers to engineers. These new concepts are not thought to change the development process into being more technology focused, as they are
embedded in a traditional creative design process with sketches
and storyboards. Yet, it stresses to look at technology in a new
way, as the authors feel that a focus solely on users limits their
potential to be creative with technology.
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These ideas are very interesting when thinking about sketching because they allow looking at sketching with something different than paper and still think of it as sketching material. It also
suggests that tools for sketching with movement-based interactions should expose the material qualities of their sensing mechanisms. A sketching tool should probably be able to create artifacts
at the level of an inspirational bit easily and then extend them to a
level only short of an experiential artifact. It should be able to
combine multiple different materials but it should probably not
support polishing and refinement too much.
This way of thinking, however, also stands somewhat in contrast with Buxton’s thinking about sketching as outlined above.
Buxton does not really care about the technology that is used for
the sketch as long as it enables exploration. This approach, however, argues that working closer to the materials has merit.
Therefore a balance has to found between exposing material qualities of digital materials and the high demands that have been
formulated for sketching materials.

2.4.

Design Tools

In this context it is interesting to look at the notion of a design
tool a bit closer. (Stolterman, McAtee, Royer, & Thandapani
(2008) define designerly tools as something a designer can use in
the design process, which includes methods, (actual) tools, techniques, and approaches. The authors also note that design tools
created in research are often not accepted by practitioners and
posit that this is due to the different foci of research and practice:
Researchers want to create tools built on solid research whereas
designers judge a tool solely by its usefulness. They see the same
conflict here that applies to design approaches created in research
namely that they are too heavyweight and do not take real world
constrains into account. For these reasons the authors researched
how design tools are actually used in practice.
They identify that designers prefer tools that are synthetic
and compositional and contrast this with tools that are analytic
and reductionistic. Synthetic and compositional “means that they
can be used to bring information or ideas together into larger
wholes where the focus is on emergent properties” (Stolterman et
al., 2008, p. 116/5). They suggest that most design tools created in
research are of the latter type because it conforms better to the
way research is conducted by using dividing and conquering.
Design in contrast is thought to be compositional and tries to
bring things together into one coherent whole. In addition, the
authors suggest that there is a distinction between tools for thinking and tools to create outcomes.
In a follow up study to the first research, Stolterman &
Pierce (2012) focus on generative design tools, which they define
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as “tools that support a designer to come up with new ideas, concepts, or solutions at any stage during the design process”
(Stolterman & Pierce, 2012, p. 27) with a similar wide definition
of tool as in the first study. They discovered that designers in
practice have a rational explanation for why they use a certain
tool but that each designer displays subtle differences in tool
choice. Rational criteria include efficiency, ease of use, flexibility,
individual and team support, availability and accessibility. They
conclude that a decision that is justified with this rational is based
on a belief that picking a design tool should be “based on a clear
understanding of the design situation, the desired outcome of the
situation, the types of activity needed to reach that outcome, and
the types of tools that can satisfy the desired outcomes of the situation“(Stolterman & Pierce, 2012, p. 27). As mentioned before
designers can deviate from this rational choice for personal reasons that stretch from preferring tools that are not overly prescriptive to preferring tools to fit into a design community and
culture. In their earlier research they likened the way designers
choose their tools to the way craftsmen choose their tools.
The authors hint that there seem to be qualities of tools that
enable them to be used more effectively in teams. Here it is helpful to distinguish between manipulations and effects when using
tools.
2.4.1. Manipulations and Effects
Reeves, Benford, O’Malley, & Fraser (Reeves, Benford, O’Malley,
& Fraser, 2005) introduced the distinction between manipulations performed on an interface and the perceivable effects. Manipulations for them do not only include actual interactions with
the artifacts but also movements around it, e.g. the body language
of a piano player to express the music in a performance. Effects in
their view first refer to actual visible results of the manipulations,
however, they also include the physical and emotional effects of
the artifact on the primary user and the resulting behavior of the
user.
The authors motivate their definitions by the lack of acuity
in distinguishing only between public and private in interactions.
Their focus on public performances of one or multiple performers for an audience makes clear that some ambiguity exists when
using these more traditional terms, e.g. when a performer uses a
computer on stage spectators can see this, what exactly he is doing is often not visible to them. Movement-based interactions can
be public performances, but do not have to be. As a result that
exact focus differs from this thesis, yet similar issues can be raised
when looking to support teams.
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2.4.2. Areas for Tool Support in Paper-based Sketching
In the same way important lessons can be learned when looking
at sketching on paper and generalizing insights to sketching with
other materials, it can be helpful to look at areas in sketching on
paper that can profit from tool support. Hoeben & Stappers
(2001) criticize computer-based design tools as needing too fine
precision, lacking expressive quality and having cumbersome
interactions. They describe a vision for a tool that would answer
problems they currently see in paper sketching that could be
solved with digital tools. These match very well with Buxton’s
(2007) account who also describes several areas in which computer-based tools are lacking.
Suwa and Tversky (1996), describe the need to manipulate a
sketch easily and quickly on a computer display. They see the
current tools lacking in the ability to change elements of a sketch
that have been drawn. In addition, they think that being able to
superimpose sketches on top of other sketches, as is done in architecture sketching, would be a welcome addition. Hoeben &
Stappers see the need for making free form annotations and combining sketches with inspiration material. Furthermore, they envision a central place where all project information is collected
that is always accessible, as one cannot anticipate the situations in
which new ideas occur. Additionally, they point out that navigating the sketches and their history in the project is a pain-point
for designers. Finally, they also see the need of designers to get an
overview over the sketches and the project in general. This is also
very important for Buxton as he sees sketches as social things that
have to be shared. Additionally, this is important because only
then effective critiques with multiple sketches can be given.

2.5.

Critique of Existing Tools

We will now take a look at what tools are available that could be
used to sketch movement-based interactions. Possible tools for
working with movement-based interactions can generally be
grouped into three groups: tools for prototyping with general
electronics, sketching tools and prototyping systems.
2.5.1. Prototyping with Electronics
One of the most well known tools for prototyping with electronics is the Arduino platform 4 . An Arduino is a small board
equipped with a microcontroller and a programming environment that runs on any major operating system. An Arduino
board is very versatile and can operate a multitude of sensors and
actuators. However, this versatility comes with the problem of
requiring knowledge about electronic circuitry and program-

4

http://www.arduino.cc/
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ming. Arduiono projects generally require the use of a breadboard or soldering as well as basic knowledge about low-level
programming.
The Phidgets platform tries to mitigate this need in some respect by defining building blocks called Phidgets that users can
use and connect with plugs, e.g. a slider and a bar of LEDs
(Greenberg & Fitchett, 2001). However, the plugs are still based
on basic electronic circuitry and users are able to damage the
equipment. The Phidgets are connected to a so-called platform kit
that is connected to the computer via USB or to a so-called
Phidget Webservice. The user then has to install a driver to access
the Phidget sensors in a programming language via USB or over
Webservices. Most Phidgets come with a very basic UI that can
read out the sensor data.
The Gadgeteer5 platform is very similar to Phidgets but is
specifically focused on the .Net Framework, Microsofts programming platform. Additionally to the features of Phidgets, they
standardized the connecting cable so that no matter what is connected only one type of cable has to be used. Furthermore, the
programmer is guided by supplying a program skeleton on program start and by heavily relying on autocomplete.
All these tools are good for programming with sensors and
considerably lower the barrier for entry; however, they are focused on prototyping, which is exemplified by their heavy reliance on textual programming and the lack of visualization of the
sensor data. When looking at the categorization for design tools
described above these tools are for creating outcomes. Arduino is
very focused on fitting in the existing ecosystem of circuitry and
therefore has to be considered compositional. Phidgets and
Gadgeteer sacrifice this openness a bit for improved easy of use
and reduced interaction costs. Phidgets is here again in the middle between the extremes of Arduino on the one side and Gadgeteer on the other side: Phidgets exist with which users can control
and measure their own circuitry. For the use of movement-based
interactions, however, these tools seem to be a bit lacking: They
are mainly cable-based which will inhibit free movement. The
building blocks that can be used to build prototypes would have
to be carried and would be quite heavy without optimization.
Additionally, they are optimized for one user and do not support
teams.
2.5.2. Sketching with Conductivity
The Makey Makey is the only tool in the sketching tool category
as outlined above the heavy use of textual programming suggests
5

http://www.netmf.com/gadgeteer/
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that the above tools are rather prototyping tools than sketching.
The Makey Makey is an Arduino-based board that is connected
to a computer via USB and acts as a keyboard. A user can connect
alligator clips to areas on the board that will send keyboard presses to the computer when the resistance between a specific key
area and the ground signal passes a threshold. Using this one can
build a keyboard with anything that has at least some conductivity. The keyboard presses can then be used to interact with the
programs that are running on the computer. Although it limits
the multiple functions of the Arduino in the standard mode, it
enables working with very low transaction costs. The use of the
keyboard as output mechanism, although it seems limiting at
first, is very compositional: It allows the combination with a lot of
software that does not have to be prepared specifically for using a
Makey Makey. However, it also suffers from the one of the problems as the tools that were presented previously: It uses mainly
cables for sketching.
2.5.3. Prototyping Systems
Sketchify is a system that aims to enable users to sketch user interfaces with interactive materials (Obrenovic & Martens, 2011).
It integrates drawing on a computer screen with scripting and
sensors. The sketch on screen can be made interactive by simply
mapping properties of a drawn sketch to sensor variable. These
variables are central communication mechanism of Sketchify
which provides a central repository where these variables can be
stored and accessed through spreadsheets, scripting languages or
full development environments. The authors included modules
for “text- to-speech engines and speech recognizers, Web services
(such as the Google spelling checker and search engine), Phidgets,
Arduino, semantic services (such as the Wordnet definition service), camera-based face and motion detectors, MP3 and MIDI
players, Wii Remote, and many others” (Obrenovic & Martens,
2011, p. 4:11). With the aim to address challenges they see in previous sketching tools such as the limited integration and extensibility. They furthermore argue that the huge diversity of users and
the fast evolution of technology make developing such tools hard.
Their aims are to provide more diversity and extensibility, enable
better orchestration and facilitate the use of tools designers use
already. They way to achieve these goals they see in loose coupling the tools by exchanging messages in the form of variables
mentioned-above.
They identify several shortcomings of their system. They
noted that students had problems when using several of the functions at the same time such as drawing and scripting. They suggest that this might be due to the different interactions that are
necessary for each activity. Furthermore, they note that debug24
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ging capabilities were too limited to be useful. They also pointed
out that users had to use a multitude of windows to achieve tasks
and were easily lost. The authors concluded, however, that their
system has several advantages, namely a better understanding of
interactions, enabling feedback early in the process and leading to
better communication. Yet, they also point out that students felt
rather overwhelmed by all the options and that is why they created gradual introductions into the program. They also urge tool
designers to think how their tool will create in the already existing
ecosystem.
Hartmann et al. (2006) developed a prototyping platform
that combines a hardware platform with a software control tool
called d.tools. The user creates prototypes by first plugging the
hardware components (which are compatible to Phidgets) together and then drawing the setup in the visual editor. In the editor they can screen-only output items, additionally to the hardware input and output that include “diverse selection of buttons,
switches, sliders, knobs, and RFID readers. Outputs include LCD
screens, LEDs, and speakers” (Hartmann et al., 2006, p. 301). The
programming is primarily done through a visual programming
language that visualizes the hardware setup on the computer and
the state transitions between them. Additionally, d.tools includes
facilities to conducting and recording user tests and mapping
these to device interactions. The platform is extensible by developing wrappers to wrap the other component for access in
d.tools.
The authors conclude form their tests that the tool worked
well for prototyping user interface navigation flows. The mixture
of textual values in the visual programming language seemed
problematic for test participants without programming experience. Finally, they point out that visual programming languages
have limitations of how complex the programs can be.
With the exemplar project Hartmann, Abdulla, Mittal, &
Klemmer (2007) added an interface to d.tools that would allow
designers to program using demonstration. This means a design
could just make the sensors send the data to the computer that he
wants to use as trigger, e.g. tilting a tilt sensor in the desired direction, and exemplar would generate a pattern from the data. They
argue that it especially important to not only support binary but
also categorical and continuous signals. This creation of pattern is
not only possible for one input signal but also for multiple signals
from one sensor and multiple signals from multiple sensors.
Both Sketchify and the combination of d.tools and exemplar
seem like a good step in tool support for reflective design. They,
however, still show shortcomings, some of them specific to
movement-based interactions. First of all, both of them aim to
create one interface for all sketching activity. This does not seem
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to be a problem as long as the system is well maintained, however,
at this time none of the system is in widespread use. Both efforts
aim to be compositional and being able to include several other
projects with them, however, the systems they propose become
the center point of the system. Relying on one system instead of
selection of independent, communicating tools seems risky given
the rapid change in technology. Additionally, both systems remain primarily cable-based, which – as outlined above– is probably not good in movement-based interaction. In the same way,
being bound to one central computer seems limiting for interactions that are happening in physical space. Furthermore, both
systems still seem too heavy to carry around.
The matching of drawing and interactivity in Sketchify
seems reasonable looking at the source of the concept of sketching. However, in a context of extensive movement it seems to
limit the system to a certain interaction paradigm. The addition
of programming by demonstration in exemplar seems like a good
corrective against this.
Finally, both tools lack support for teams. The authors suggest that this should be investigated but the focus of both systems
on one single computer makes this probably hard.
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3.

Method

This study wants to explore the use of different sketching materials and their use in the transition phase between sketching and
early prototyping intent. Similarly, the implications for tools that
want to support explorative design activities are of interest in this
study. As outlined above, design is a situational activity and
therefore is hard to measure in a controlled laboratory setting.
This is even more so for design activities that are highly explorative and open-ended like the ones that are to be studied here. Furthermore, it is hard to measure the intent of a designer while she
is completely absorbed in the design activity, without interfering
with the activity. Exercising too much control will negatively impact exploration in design; exercising too little control will reduce
the explanatory power of the study. This focus on natural behavior in the flow of a design situation suggests that using observational methods and self-report will be adequate to collect information. However, the choice of this method leads to limitations,
as the study is low in representability and vulnerable to sampling
issues in the participants and design tasks. Therefore care has to
be taken when analyzing the results as only few controls are employed. Although no causal inferences can be reached from the
data, it is possible to note contingencies, i.e. hypotheses about
probable connections between observations can be made. Finally,
participants are aware that they are observed which might alter
their behavior.
The method description is split in three parts that describe
the observational study, the analysis of the data and the limitations resulting from issues occurring during the study.

3.1.

Observational study

The observational study was conducted as part of a lecture and
workshop6 series organized by students at Uppsala University on
topics related to Human-Computer Interaction. Participants were
free to participate and leave at any point in time and they received
no incentive for the participation in the study, except for the possible learning experience of the workshop. The workshop was
conducted on an evening in the beginning of summer in 2013.
Overall 10 people attended the workshop, but only 8 participated
over the whole time of the design exercises. Most of the participants were current or recently graduated students of HCI; two
participants were PhD students in HCI and two participants were

6

Hereafter the terms workshop, observational study and study are used interchangeably.
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professors in HCI. The professors did not attend the whole session.
During the whole workshop participants had access to coffee, tea and water, as well as cookies.
The workshop began with an introductory talk about the differences between prototyping and sketching based on the book
“Sketching User Experiences: Getting the Design Right and the
Right Design” by Buxton (Buxton, 2007). Furthermore, it included sections on the ideas explained above, notably the notions of
viewing digital technology as a material for design, the notion of
designerly tools and the importance of fluency in sketching.
The participants were then randomly split into two groups;
surprisingly, each group consisted of 1 PhD student, and three
students and each group consisted of three men and one woman.
For two-thirds of phase 1, however, one male professor participated in group 2.
The groups were seated in two seating areas close to each
other. Each group had its own table and participants sat around
them. One camera was setup to record both groups with audio
and video and was widely visible. All participants were asked if
they consent in being filmed for research purposes.
3.1.1. Tasks and Conditions
The groups were assigned one of the two movements at random
as a starting condition: a “Hug” or a “High-Five.” Each had to
sketch with three different materials switching the movement to
be sketched and the seating area twice between the groups. Shortly before the switch the groups were asked to present what they
had been working on to the other group. A visualization of the
study structure can be seen in Figure 3 on page 29. The groups
were instructed to work off the outcomes of the previous group to
move through the design process from sketching to prototyping.
The reasoning behind switching the movement the groups should
be sketching was to open up the design space again and to not let
groups narrow down too early. This slightly controlled setting
tries to keep people non-committal for longer time. Additionally,
the intent is to keep groups from thinking too much about what
they themselves are able to build.
The three materials constituted three different conditions
the groups moved through.
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Figure 3: Workshop structure
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In the first condition the sketching material were large irremovable marker pens (red, green, blue, black) and smaller irremovable pens (black) on DIN A4 paper.
The participants were instructed to explore their assigned
movements with these sketching materials. They were not given
any ends to which the movement should be used. This was done
to not limit the thinking towards interfaces and also to get the
groups familiar with their movement without preconceived notions. They were also informed that after 10 minutes of sketching,
they should start a group critique session and that they would
have 3 minutes to present their ideas. Furthermore, they were
instructed to not critique ideas in the sketching session, but
should built off each other’s ideas (“Yes, and…”).
In the second condition, the participant had to use a tool
that reports three sensor values measuring the connectivity between a ground cable and three input cables. These are then visualized on a computer screen as three rectangles of equal size that
are spread out horizontally. Each rectangle has its own color,
from left to right: red, green and blue. The percentage of the connectivity regulates the brightness of the colors and is also displayed as percentage value. Participants also had access to aluminum tape, duct tape, wire, small wood pieces, one-time gloves,
and more that could be used for physical prototyping.
Technically, the tool consists of two parts: An Arduinoboard that measures the resistance connected via USB to a Processing visualization on a laptop.
Each sensor is in effect a voltage divider and therefore the
Arduino-board measures the voltage between a 10MOhm resistor
and the resistance at the cable and ground. When the cable and
ground is fully connected and therefore there is no resistance, the
full 5V arrive at the respective digital input. When the resistance
at the cable is growing the voltage diminishes until no voltage is
registered anymore.
The Arduino-board also performs moving-average smooth7
ing with three different average windows for the three cables: for
the red cable the last five values are averaged together, for the
green value the last 10 and for the blue value the last 15. The averaging is necessary to guard against fluctuations in the signal due
to the rather high resistors that do not carry meaning for the design task at hand. Yet, the size of the averaging window has implications for design as the size of the window has to compromise
between the reactivity to changes in the signal and stability of the
signal. In some design situations, a faster reaction to changes in
the signal could be wanted whereas in situations were the signal
7
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could fluctuate more a more slow reaction could be warranted.
The idea to use three different values was first to keep the tool
open for different design use-cases and second to evaluate how
people react to minute qualities in the digital material they are
using for design.
After the signals have been smoothed, they are sent over a
serial device to a Processing visualization. There the values are
converted from the resistance value measured by the Arduino
into a connectivity value by first norming to a resistance percentage and then subtracting it from the perfect connectivity of 1.
This value is then compared to a cut-off threshold, if the value is
lower than the cut-off the signal is set to zero. If the value is larger
than the cut-off, the value is then used to determine the brightness of the colors of the corresponding rectangles and is displayed
in text on the screen. The user can set the cut-off threshold with
the up/down-keys on the keyboard.
It has to be pointed out that the architecture of the tool as
described above also keeps the smoothing algorithms away from
the participants. This would have been able to happen in Processing as well, however, this proved to be a bit more unstable. In
addition, it would not have afforded the possibility to judge, how
participants would react to the different behaviors of the sensors.
The described setup is heavily inspired by the Makey Makey
tool but differs in that it does not use a binary signal, but continuous values. It is possible to convert the continuous signal of the
tool into a binary signal by setting a high cut-off. Converting a

Quote 1: P64: Visualization of three sensors
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binary signal – as in the Makey Makey key presses – is not possible. It is, however, possible to change the programming of the
Makey Makey in Arduino mode, yet this is beside the point as it
effectively turns the Makey Makey into an Arduino.
The participants were presented with the tool and received a
quick demonstration. The tool was first shown to detect the connection between to people when one of the persons was holding
ground and the other person one of the colored wires. Then the
another person was called up to hold another wire to show that
this could also be done with several people. The participants were
also demonstrated the threshold value and were shown the aluminum tape. After the demonstration participants were instructed to take over the movement of the other group and base off
their work.

Quote 2: Visualization of three sensors, the leftmost is now under the threshold

In the last condition, the participants were asked to modify
the visualization in Processing that they only had been exposed to
as a black box in the previous condition.
As participants could not be expected to know Processing,
the Processing code was kept as simple as possible: The code that
was doing the actual drawing – in contrast to setting up the document, receiving and converting the signal – was singled out as
an area that participants should focus on. This code consisted
only of Java primitives and function calls and was kept clean of
any kind of logical abstractions like objects.
Groups could also get inspiration by looking at Processing
visualizations in the book “Generative Gestaltung: entwerfen,
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programmieren, visualisieren” by Bohnacker, Groß & Laub
(2009). Additionally, they were also supplied with the code accompanying the book to make it easier to modify the code.
The participants were shown were they could find the programming code on the computer they were using. They were instructed to try to small modifications to the program, for example, threshold values or colors and to experiment with different
ways to display the information. They were also informed about
the book and how to access the code examples from the book, but
were instructed to take this as inspiration and not to spend too
much time on it.
3.1.2. Focus Group
The workshop closed with a focus group for about 20 minutes.
The group was asked and discussed among each other how they
felt the talk, especially in regard to sketching and prototyping,
related to the type of work they did in the different stages. Furthermore, they were asked how much the materials influenced
their ideas and if they changed through the stages. How they felt
about the paper sketches and the levels of activity in the different
phases. The focus group concluded with two questions on the
differences of the fluency in the phases.
Participants were than thanked and the workshop ended.
The paper sketches and programming codes were collected.
3.1.3. Time limitations
The initial plan was to start the first phase with 10 minutes of
sketching, 2 minutes of internal critique and then a 3-minute
presentation. The first sketching session took about 13 minutes
and groups had to be interrupted to start the review in their
group. The review took a bit less than 2 minutes. Group 2 started
to present their work and finished rather fast in about 1,5 minutes
and group 1 took about 4 minutes to present.
Following this, the groups received an instruction and a
demonstration of the tool for phase 2 of about 3 minutes. The
groups worked for about 46 minutes and then group 1 presented
for 3,5 minutes and group 2 for 2 minutes.
In the final phase, the groups received an instruction of
about 2 minutes and worked for about 44 minutes. Group 1 presented their work in 2 minutes and group 2 took 3 minutes.

3.2.

Analysis

The analysis phase can be split into two main steps. In the first
step, codes were established by looking for topics in the data. The
labels were applied to the video recording and codes added when
needed. In the second step the coded data was analyzed in several
ways.
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3.2.1. Establishing of Codes and Coding
The coding of the study was conducted in three main rounds: In
the first round the video was watched and things that seemed
noteworthy were collected. From this first viewing, the instances
the video seemed to show were labeled and categorized in five
major areas: Material Constraints, Sketch Material, Social; as well
as the more functional groups Organizational and Structure. The
videos from the study were then loaded in the software Atlast.Ti8
and the earlier defined labels were then used as codes. For each
subject group of labels and for each group the video was watched
separately to minimize the risk to miss situations. When a situation did not fit the labels derived from the data, either a new label
was created or if in a situation something happened that seemed
too unique, notes were created with the memo feature. Additionally, it was taken care that each situation was also labeled with a
group label to easily map the codes to the group.
3.2.2. Analysis
In the next step, the codes were printed on paper and reviewed
for noteworthy pattern or irregularities and these findings were
then transferred to post-it notes. The memos were also reviewed,
filtered and transferred to post-it notes. These findings were then
grouped by affinity. This information was then used to look into
peculiar situations and to extend the information that was collected from only looking at the timeline. The code data in Atlas.Ti
was additionally queried with Co-occurrence tool and the Query
tool. The first tool can be used to look at which codes occur at the
same time and was especially helpful when looking at differences
between phases. The second tool had to be used to look into differences between groups, as this was not possible with the first
tool as the two groups had been coded in the same video and
therefore codes that only belonged to one group co-occur with
codes that also belong to another group.
All this information was then assigned to the three subject
groups that were identified earlier from the data. To document
the situations for the thesis situations were either transcribed or
converted to screenshots. These are described below in section 4.
Results.
3.2.3. Format of Codes in Examples
As mentioned above, the software Atlas.Ti was used when coding
and analyzing the results. The same format for coding that the
software is using is used here to make sure that the coding stays
consistent. The consistency is warranted to minimize the possibil8

Atlas.Ti is a qualitative research tool that enables structuring unstructured
data via coding and the exploration and analysis of this data.
http://www.atlasti.com
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ity of losing track between the references and the source material.
A quote reference of the form P<doc>:# refers to the quote number # in the document <doc>. The first half of video of the workshop is the primary document P1, the second half is the document P2, the focus group begins in P2 and ends in P3. All further
codes starting with a P refer to screenshots taken from the video.
A quote of the form P<doc>:# is a transcribed dialog and is displayed near the citation.

3.3.

Limitations

Aside from the limitations inherent in the method of study that
are described above, some circumstances further limit this study
or have to be explained to prevent misunderstandings. Using circuitry as in the study does not assume that it is the best technology for sketching movement-based interactions. It is just used as
an instance of one technology that could be used as digital material in such a function early in the design process.
Two issues with the way the workshop was recorded limit
the information that was collected about group 2. One camera
was used to record both groups from about a distance of 5 meter.
Generally, participants in group 2 spoke with a softer so that in
some situations one cannot understand what they are saying.
These instances in transcripts are marked. Additionally, in phase
2 group 2 leaves the video frame for some time and can only be
heard talking on video. This falls in the time when the group is
starting out to build its artifact, but the group later returns into
the visible area of the camera.
Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that two professors
and two PhD students that at least some students encountered as
teachers attended the workshop. This might have chilled participants that were students to say something. However, only one of
the professors participated in the workshop and also only in two
thirds of the first phase.
In addition, the explanatory power of comparisons between
groups is somewhat limited. The groups have very different
movements to sketch in terms of movement pattern, meaning
and potential for social awkwardness. As both groups encountered both movements, this is mitigated to some extent for the
whole workshop, however, not for each phase.
Finally, the groups also differ in their access to materials.
The materials for building physical prototypes did not stand between groups but were to the side of group 2 in the second phase.
In phase 2, however, group 1 gained access to the book about visualizations and group 2 never used it as inspiration. The fact that
the book was in German might have limited its usefulness, however, the book was mainly thought of as inspiration.
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One important limitation that has to be mentioned is the
length of the workshop. Participants had access to refreshments
but had to work a long time, which might show in the later stages
of the workshop.
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4.

Results

The results of the workshop will be presented by first giving an
account of the general course of events of the workshop. Then
two general themes about the workshop will be discussed. Finally,
three main topics will be explored: The use of sketch materials,
the material constrains and social aspects. This chapter will not
try to draw any conclusions, but the focus is on presenting the
workshop in a way so that the reader can draw their own conclusions.

4.1.

General Course of Events

In this chapter, the results will be described by phase and for each
group separately and a special focus is on the outcomes of each
group for the respective phase.
4.1.1. Phase 1: Sketching with Paper
Group 1 starts the first phase by supplying each group member
with pen and paper to get ready to sketch. Over the course of the
phase the group mainly discusses the ideas, but also sketches on
paper and enacts movements. They engage in these activities
without a set pattern or order; there is no specific order in which
group members sketch, talk or enact movements. The group
member sketch individually with the occasional looks at each
other’s sketches [# P86]. The group is looking for a way to frame
the vague problem they are given as can be seen by questions for a
dominant concept [# 1:1] and a discussion about limitations [#
1:49, see 4.1.4 Framing and Reframing during the Workshop on
page 50].
D: "What's the concept?"
Quote 3: 1:1

Quote 4: P86
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The discussion starts with one participant enacting the
movement multiple times and then repeating it with another
group member. From there the discussion moves from the characteristics of the movement to the meaning of it, which is reflected by the movement. The group fights over how much the meaning of high-five can be generalized. They discover that the movement is quite complex and to execute a high-five two people have
to coordinate well. This brings them to the topic of awkwardness
if the high-five misses. They decide they cannot uncover the
whole meaning of the movement as they do not agree on it and
try to look how they could apply the movement.

Quote 7: P80
Quote 6: P75

Quote 5: P72

The outcome of group 1 is mainly presented as a narration
of what the group investigated before. In addition, the group pre38
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sents one sketch, a symbol for a high-five and enacts two of the
movements. They discussed the attributes of a high-five such as
the peculiarities of the movement, the meaning and the aspect of
touch as well as possible uses for interfaces. The movement is a
fluent movement and also very physical as it requires physical
interaction of two hands. It requires coordination and there
seems to be a protocol, e.g. which hand to use. They also mention
more complex high-five rituals. The possible meanings of a highfive they see as ‘liking’ (e.g. on Facebook) something, being of the
same opinion and celebrating. For a possible use of a high-five in
an interface they mention the use of waving as a pairing mechanism in the unofficial programming environment for the Microsoft Kinnect controller. Here a user had to wave the Kinnect
so it would consider the user as controller. They suggest using
this to start a call or a game. They also discuss, detecting a highfive while using a smart watch to exchange business cards or other data. Additionally, they mention that a high-five could also be
detected with a touchscreen to emphasize the touch component
of the movement. They emphasize that missing this touch makes
the movement very awkward, especially as a teenager.
Group 2 seems to struggle with the vagueness of the exercise
in the beginning. Even though one of the group members preE: “What I think this stage is about is understanding the hug
I: “Yes, …”
E: “The difference that it is more intimate? Right? It’s that what
he wants?”
Quote 8: 1:19

sents his interpretation [# 1:19], the group struggles to find a
frame to approach the exercise until they decide to build a topology of different hugs [# 1:82].
In the first three minutes, none of the group members starts
sketching on paper. Only then do group members start to equip
themselves with paper and pen, yet only after 5 minutes do all
have pen and paper and the first group member starts to sketch.
However, then three group members sketch the rest of the phase
F: “There is a certain code to a hug.”
E: “Hmmmhmm.”
F: “The hand placement. Like where is it appropriate.”
E: “Distance is important, you said that. You do it a bit different than here.”
F: “Yeah, there is this…”
E: “Are we making a typology of hugs?”
Quote 9: 1:82
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almost uninterrupted. One group member uses pen and paper to
write down different categories for hugs.
The group discusses different situations to discover differences in hugs and especially focuses on cultural factors. The
group uses some enactments in this phase to show other group
members how the movement is performed.

Quote 11: 1:82

Quote 10: P74

Quote 12: P76

Quote 13: P71

Quote 14: P73
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The group presented questions they were asking in phase 1
and the aspects they investigated: From simple aspects such as the
definition of a hug, e.g. how many people have to participate, to
more complex factors such as instinct and culture when asking
themselves how we learn to hug.
Their main outcome was a topology of hugs that were partly
accompanied by a short description of the hug or an enactment of
the movement.
• Group hug
• Awkward hug
• Tapping hug: When one hugs another person and taps on
their back while doing so.
• Symmetrical hug: Each person has one arm up and one
arm down.
• Forced hug
• Self-hug: Putting one hand the opposite shoulder and one
hand on the opposite side of the back to give the impression of being hugged by someone when seen from behind.
• Friendship hug
• Erotic hug: arms around waist

Quote 15: P79

4.1.2. Phase 2: Sketching and Prototyping with Circuitry
At the beginning of this phase, the groups changed the movements. Group 1 then started exploring the tool when they received it and did this for 4,5 minutes. They all measured the conA: "I think something is wrong with you, D. Seriously."
D: "I don’t"
A: "When he touches it works"
[both A and C touch it]
A: "See, it is really, D. I’m not kidding."
Quote 16: 1:87
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nectivity between their hands and found that one of the group
members had a value that was much lower than the value of all
the others [# 1:87].
One of the group members was confused about the meaning
of the different cables and did not understand which cable had to
be connected to register on the screen [# 1:88]. At some point, the
group started planning the next steps, although one of the group
members still wanted to explore a bit more [# 1:90]. From this
point on the group mainly talked about their ideas and was not
working with the tool anymore.
A: "But what I don’t understand: If you touch me, the green one
works, if you touch me nothing works."
A: "Can you touch him?"
[A points at B]
B: "Black is ground."
[exchanging wires]
B: “You have to hold…”
A: “I think, I only have to hold one. I don’t understand.”
B: “You always measure between black and another color.”
Quote 17: 1:188

B: "I'm still looking into the magic of this. I am not yet done."
Quote 18: 1:90

B: "Let's think about the hugging."
C: "So how do we get it to work?"
Quote 19: 1:96

The group is looking for a frame to approach the problem [#
1:96] by discussing different ways to detect hugs with the sensors
[# 1:104] for about 14 minutes and referencing the sketches the
other group created [# 1:15], until settling on their final concept
[# 1:105].
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B: "Anyways, how do we set that up?"
A: “What you now wanna do is that you want to is that you get
hugged and that hug would be represented in a way on the screen.
I mean in the end what we wanna… I still like the idea that we
somehow could regulate these number, because then this number
should be send somewhere and kind of interpreted in a way”
C: “I mean you can do that, but you need a resistance in order to
alter that number. You either use your resistance or you use a
resistor, you know, [inaudible] but you can’t … ehm… control or
determine… how much I like your idea.”

Quote 24: 1:104

A: "Maybe we can
just... what kind of
hugs did they have?"

Quote 23: 1:15

Quote 22: P81

[A gets up, C follows]
A: “Let’s say I hug you like… like… like this.”
[looks at paper sketch]
[Hugs him with arms on shoulders]
A: “That’s super awkward, especially since you are not prepared”
A: “Well, that’s the thing. If I touch you here… So they basically
what they do is… I touch you here, here or here.”
Quote 21: 1:105

C: "Now let's take B and then you can hug B in three different
ways and the system recognizes it."
Quote 20: 1:188
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The group does not only talk, but also references the paper
sketches [# 1:105, 1:15] that the other group created and also
touches and plays with the material occasionally [# P81].
After they found the idea they want to work with, the group
starts building, which takes them 21,5 minutes. During building
they have gained some more understanding of the material as
well: They notice that they have 3 sensors and basically have three
bits when looking at them as binary measure [# 1:118]. Furthermore, group members learn that attaching the cable to their jeans
does not transmit the signal [# 1:131]. What stalls their progress a
bit is the fact that only one side of the aluminum tape is transmitting the signal and gluing two stripes overlapping each other does
not work.
C: “We can also double code it. Ehm.. I mean if there are two
values showing up, then we know that a certain hug.”
A: “Exactly, that’s what I mean.”
B: “Ok”
A: “Because the thing is…”
C: “We have three bits, like 8 possibilites for hugs, if we do it
that way.”
Quote 25: 1:118

The group presents their idea to detected three different
kinds of hugs. They choose the type of hug by working from the
topology the other group created in the phase before and decided
to support the following: The awkward hug, the friendship hug
and the sexual hug.
The group attached three aluminum tape stripes to back of
the t-shirt of one participant. The three aluminum stripes are
each connected to one of the sensors of the tool. The tool is attached with duct tape to the leg of the participant. The group attached the ground wire to the leg of one of the participants. When
the participants hug the circuit closes when the hand of the latter
A: “Why does it not work?”
B: “Because your…”
A: “the jeans.”
B: “…jeans is… hmm.. jahh.”
Quote 26: 1:131
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participant comes in contact with one of the aluminum stripes
and one of the colored bars on the computer screen lights up.
The group mentions that this does not always work and that
it took them a long time to make it work. They also report of another design they had: They were planning to assign one of the
bars on the computer to a person and then use the connectivity
strength to convey the meaning of the hug. However, they reported to have difficulties vary the resistance.

Quote 28: P82

Quote 27: P83

Group 2 receives the tool 2 minutes later than group 1. They
are mainly waiting and drinking coffee but are also looking
through the sketches. There they see the so-called air-five, a highfive in the air done by one person [# P82]. After receiving the tool
only one member really interacts with it, but then motivates the
group to measure everyone’s resistance in the group [# P83]. The
group explores the tool for 1 minute and then starts a discussion
on what to do with air-five. One participant suggests that they
should build a hand out of the physical material [# 1:25]. The
group then gets up and leaves the visible camera area for 9
minutes and emerges again with a prototype of a hand [# P85].
Only one time, while the group is building the hand is one group
member interacting with the tool to test if the aluminum tape is
able to connect the circuit [# P84, P67]. When the group
reemerges, they are thinking about how to connect the hand to
the sensors. Attaching the wires and the aluminum tape takes the
group 10 min, after this they have a functioning version. Yet, it
takes them 15 more minutes to fix all the rough edges, during this
one of the participants has the idea to use the connectivity measure as a score [# 1:168]. They then try to answer what the use of
the artifact they build is [# 1:182]. After they are done, they wait
for group 1 to finish.
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H: “What do we measure?
F: “Air-five!”
[performs a high-five into air]
F: “The person is holding this and the other one …”
H: “Let’s make a hand out of the wire!”
F: “Yeah.”
Quote 29: 1:25

F: “Oh!” B: “Yeah, I pushed it a bit more.”
[laughing]
H: “We need stronger fingers. So you saw the score going up.”
F: “Yeah”
H: “…the contact. The contact score on different ones. Mhhm..”
Quote 30: 1:168

H: “Good, what’s the story? Is it a computer game or is it a distance [inaudible]”
F: “This is sort of to get more immersion in computer games
and you have this on top of your screen.”
H: “Mhhm”
H: “When you complete a level or something like that. You raise
your hand and it shoots up.”
[G performs a high-five]
Quote 31: 1:182

The group incorporates the sketches of the other group from
the previous phase in their presentation. They were trying to
make sense of it and found the idea of a air-five where a person
performs a high-five into the air. The use case is to create a mechanism for performing a high-five when both people are sitting in
front of a computer in separate locations. For this they created an
air-five hand [# P57] for computer games. This air-five hides behind the computer screen and comes up when another person
initiates it or a mission in a game has been one and the user has to
hit it [# P59]. The user then gets a score that is represented on the
display of the computer; in the sketch the score are the numbers
in the rectangles.
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Quote 34: P57

Quote 33: P59

D: “But, is it about visualizing?”
A: "Yeah, this is more about... I don't know what this is about."
Quote 32: 2:20

When asked the group reported that it measures the accuracy of the high-five and jokingly say that high-fives are not as simple as people think. Another use they see for their tool is training
tool for high-fiving for awkward teens.
4.1.3. Phase 3: Prototyping visualization
In the first phase, group 1 starts out with discussing how to proceed from there. They start out from the game idea the previous
group proposed and discuss how to bring their three “layers of
meaning back into it”. The group questions what there tasks is [#
2:20] and agrees that it is to visualize the signal in a new way.
They interpret the numbers on the computer screen as representing the accuracy of the high-five and reason about the interrelation between force and speed.
After 10 minutes of discussion one group member starts
sketching [# P77] to show the other team members how he think
about as visualization. Another team member joins in on the
sketching. They formulate the idea that the more accurate the
high-five is, the more “bubbles” would appear on the screen. The
two sketchers also repeatedly do the movement and high-five
each other. After 5 minutes of this one of the team members
starts working with the computer and then starts programming
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for 14 minutes. During this time the other team members read in
the book and look at the visualizations. Two minutes into the
programming time, one team member proposes a new visualization using a tag cloud, inspired by a tag cloud seen in the book.
After the programmer completed programming the group tests
their artifact for 1 minute. They then look into the new idea for 2
minutes until stopped for the presentation.

Quote 35: P77

In the final phase, group 1 was working off the idea of a
game the first group had used in the last phase and were looking
for ways to visualize this in a more dynamic way. They showed a
visualization that took away the numbers and used three circles
that they called bubbles in the middle of the screen [# P62]. These
bubbles appear or disappear depending of how much contact you
have with the hand the other group had built before [# P66]. They
said that the size of the bubbles depends on how hard you press
and would have liked to include speed as another measurement.
Furthermore, they would have liked to add some random bubbles
that move.
In addition, the talked about another idea inspired by the
book that part of their group created when the other part was
programming: They wanted to create a tag cloud that would
change the words that appear depending on the high-five and
would not be an accurate measure of the high-five. The words
would try to capture the cultural meaning, such as awkward when
missing or cool, smooth, sweet when hitting with a high score.
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Quote 36: P62

Quote 37: P66

Group 2 starts out with one group member inspecting the
code. The group then goes through the movements the other
group listed and come up with the idea of a wingman. After 5
minutes they become aware of the time constraints and decide to
split up into one programming group and one part recreating the
physical setup. The programming team sketches for about 5
minutes on paper and then slowly transitions into first reading
code and then programming. The team doing the physical is done
after 4 minutes and looks over the shoulder of the programmers.
After 17 minutes of programming they programming team presents there result to the rest of the group and then fine-tunes for
12 more minutes.
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Quote 39: P63

The group introduces their work as a wingman that “estimates your possibility to score tonight.” They present the main
measurement as trying to gauge how friendly the hug as a support
for the person receiving the hug. It measures how friendly, creepy
or erotic the hug is.
They built of the sensor setup the other group had used before. The participants demonstrating the hug did not execute a
full hug, but only touched the sensors [# P60]. They modified the
visualization to include the sketches they created in the first phase
and changed the visualization to bar charts at the bottom of the
visualization [# P63]. The setup did not work at first and even
when it started working later, it was a bit unstable.

Quote 38: P60

4.1.4. Framing and Reframing during the Workshop
Participants questioned the frame to the problem in all phases
during the workshop. This is expected behavior in the beginning
of the first phase of the workshop because the problem description was kept vague. The participants were only instructed to
work with sketching movements and were given assigned the
movements. Participants negotiated ways to frame the design
problem they were given in the beginning of all three phases. It
would be expected to find more activities and discussion about
framing in the first phase when the vagueness would have been
the greatest. Yet, participants continued to do in later phases as
well [# 1:4].
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B: “Are we now sketching different ways of high-fiving? Or also…”
A: “I mean now we cannot go to the bottom of the meaning, I think.
So the question is, how can we kind of use this? For example, so we
could kind of wonder, how we can use the high-five, for example,
for an interface or something. For example, how could you high-five
via Skype.”
[pause]
A: “Let’s say you have an iPad here.”
Quote 40: 1:4

A: “Yeah, but if we think about what do we want to achieve? Like…
But maybe that is totally wrong, maybe that’s not [inaudible], maybe
we just see what we can do.”
[no reaction]
A: “What are you doing? The thing is that… ehm… “
A: “I mean let’s just focus on how because we [inaudible] Let’s talk
about hugging in terms of, like, remote hugging…”
Quote 41: 1:14

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

Framing
4
9
3

Table 1: Framing by phase

Not only did participants continue to find different frames
to solve the problem, but also most activities that were coded as
framing actually happened in the second phase (see Table 1:
Framing by phase). Participants did not pick a frame and stuck
with it but were trying to find different ways to frame the problem [# 1:14, 1:15] and to remain open to possibilities. In one situation for example, one group member suggests to use the connectivity number as a score for a game [# 1:168]. It seems that participants continually try to answer the question: What did we build
here? [# 1:182]
A: "Maybe we can just... what kind of hugs did they have?"
Quote 42: 1:15
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F: “Oh!” H: “Yeah, I pushed it a bit more.”
[laughing]
H: “We need stronger fingers. So you saw the score going up.”
F: “Yeah”
H: “…the contact. The contact score on different ones. Mhhm..”
Quote 45: 1:168

H: “Good, what’s the story? Is it a computer game or is it a distance [inaudible]”
F: “This is sort of to get more immersion in computer games
and you have this on top of your screen.”
H: “Mhhm”
H: “When you complete a level or something like that. You raise
your hand and it shoots up.”
[G performs a high-five]
Quote 44: 1:182

C: “I’m trying not to limit myself and she just said it’s all
wrong.”
A: “No, you.. you just told me we have to limit ourselves.”
C: “No, not to limit ourselves.”
A: “Yeah, but the thing is you just limited it down to your behavior.”
C: “Yeah, the same are you doing. I’m just proposing a different
view on it.”
A: “But I wasn’t limiting, I was just saying that many people do
high-fives differently.”
C: “Yeah, and I said: There are other people…”
A: “No, no, no, I said that… that… I said that, oh high-fiving,
to find some common ground and you said: Oh, no, it’s when
you like something, or what you said. And then I was like: Obviously this nothing we can figure out because we do… already
we four are doing it in different ways, obviously there is not a
common denominator there.”
Quote 43: 1:49

Participants seem to be aware of the way they are approaching the problem, they discuss if the approach they are taking is
limiting [# 1:49]. They also inquire to other team members how
they are approaching the problem [# 1:1].
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A: "What's the concept?"
Quote 46: 1:1

4.1.5. Exploration and Refinement
The general attitude of the teams in phase 1 is characterized by an
explorative approach. This is evident in conversations on how not
to limit oneself when designing [# 1:49, see Quote 43: 1:49 on
page 52]. Only at the end of that phase, when prompted to think
about how to present their ideas to the other groups, do groups
try to refine and structure their thinking [# 1:44, see Quote 71 on
page 60].
In phase 2, we can observe that participants are transitioning
from a mindset that is focused on exploring to a mindset that is
focused on refining and getting a presentable result. In the beginning, they focus on exploring and understanding the presented
tool. [# 1:90, Quote 18 on page 42] They then try to look at how
to apply the tool to the assigned design problem. Later in the
stage, they focus on the outcome and try to refine the solution
they have. Interestingly, there is a slight different between groups
in the second phase: Group 2 is much more focused on refining
their solution and less on exploring.
A factor that could have had an influence exploration behavior in phase 3 is that the teams become increasingly aware of time
constraints [# 2:85, see Quote 74 on page 62].

4.2.

Sketch Materials

The sketch materials section will concern itself to observation
about materials that could be used as sketching or that were used
in context of sketching. This includes enacting movements,
speaking and paper sketching, as well as issues concerning mapping and documentation.
4.2.1. Enacting Movements
An interesting result is that both groups use movements extensively in the first phase and less so in the later phases. In the first
phase, there seem to be two uses to enact movements: participants either demonstrate a movement they are talking about to
the group or participants act out the movement to feel it for
themselves.
In the first case participants demonstrate the movement they
are talking about to the group in [# P23,P24]. The participant
performing the movement in [# P24] mentioned a self-hug but
except for one member the group did not understand what he
meant. The participant that understood acted the movement out
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first [# P23]. However, the other participant had already turned
around and could not see it.
The second reason to use movements in phase 1, seems to be
that participants enact the movement to get a feeling for it. For
example, one participants holds her hand up [# P21], so that another participant can high-five her [# P22].

Quote 50: P23

Quote 47: P24

Quote 49: P21

Quote 48: P22
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In another instance, we can see one participant enacting the
movement twice while talking [# 1:37] to another participant [#
P15-P19]. She then sits down and creates a sketch from the
movement she just performed [# P20].
Getting up to enact the movement seems peculiar and is later repeated by other participant [# P37]. This could suggest that
the space for moving was too constraint.

Quote 51: P15

Quote 53: P18

Quote 56: P16

Quote 54: P19

Quote 55: P17

Quote 52: P20
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Furthermore, the movements seem to be quite contagious:
One participant performs a movement [# P25] and then other
participants repeat that movement [# P26-29]. This seems to
show that the participants want to feel the movement for
themselves.
A: “The kind of the movement is like… like this…”
[high-five movement]
[high-five movement]
A: “So you have two ovals… we basically have like this…”
[draws]
A: “and this. This is kind of the movement we are having.”
Quote 57: 1:37

Quote 61: P25

Quote 60: P26

Quote 59: P27

Quote 58: P28
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In later stages the participants enact the movements as well
[# P29,P30], but the context of most movements shifts to testing
the functionality of the sketch [# P31,P32].
It is worth to point out that while enacting the movements
several important social aspects of the movements where uncovered. For the high-five the participants discovered that it is important if the other person is left or right handed. The group concluded that if this was not taken into account by both people this
easily might lead to missing the other hand. In the same way, participants discovered that size differences change the way hugs are

Quote 64: P29

Quote 63: P31

Quote 65: P30

Quote 62: P32
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executed and which areas of the body are touched while doing so.
4.2.2. Speaking and Paper-based Sketching
In this group setting, participants talk with each other to communicate their view of the design situation to other team members and to try to collectively make sense of the task they are given. Especially, when the groups were still figuring out how to approach the task in the first phase, they used predominantly language to achieve a shared understanding.
In the beginning of phase 1, participants refrained from
sketching and seemed more comfortable with talking and sharing
their view this way. Group 1 does not sketch the first 5 minutes of
the first phase and instead tries to tackle the problem verbally.
One member of the group remarks on the difficulty of sketching
F: “I’m wondering… It’s kind of difficult to sketch hugs.”
E: “Yeah, I prefer mental imagery for the moment.”
Quote 66: 1:3

hugs and another answers that he prefers mental imagery.
There were some instances of language that seem to be particular to sketching. One participant supported a movement she
was enacting for the group with deictic language [# 1:37]. Overall
the use of this language, however, was not as pronounced as
would be expected by the literature.
Participants used different sketching materials simultaneously in the third phase of the workshop. Both groups used paper
to give form to their ideas about the visualization. One group
used paper and pens to sketch in the middle of the table to discuss
the design of the visualization they were planning with the whole
group. The participant initiating this felt a paper sketch was more
appropriate to communicate his idea to the group. The group was
then able to join in and sketch on the same sheet of paper.
A similar behavior was observed in the other group: One
participant started sketch out his ideas for the visualization in
phase 3 and then set down next to the other programmer. They
then collectively sketched on the piece of paper. The same team
later used a mobile phone camera to take a picture of the sketches
they had produced and would then incorporate them in their visualization.
4.2.3. Mapping
In the second phase, participants had to interpret the signal the
tool gave them into something that conveyed meaning for their
design task. In the third phase, they were then also able to change
the presentation of that signal. If groups discussed the topic of
how to interpret the signal for their use or discussed how it
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should be changed, this activity is considered to relate to
mapping. This is because the group tries to map the existing signal to a desired one.
A: “Let’s say I hug you friendship-wise, somehow, and then it
goes up to here…”
[gestures at computer display]
A: “… and let’s say I hug you sexually and it goes up to here…”
[gestures at computer display a bit higher]
Quote 69: 1:100

For example, group 1 discusses mapping when trying to map
the connectivity strength to different kind of hugs [# 1:100]. The
group discusses a different mapping for the same context later:
They interpret each sensor as a binary measure and map each
[A gets up, C follows]
A: “Let’s say I hug you like… like… like this.”
[Hugs him with arms on shoulders]
A: “That’s super awkward, especially since you are not prepared.”
A: “Well, that’s the thing. If I touch you here… So they basically
what they do is… I touch you here, here or here.”
Quote 68: 1:105

C: “We can also double code it. Ehm.. I mean if there are two
values showing up, then we know that a certain hug.”
A: “Exactly, that’s what I mean.”
B: “Ok”
A: “Because the thing is…”
C: “We have three bits, like 8 possibilities for hugs, if we do it
that way.”
Quote 67: 1:118

sensor to one type of hug [# 1:105], later they become aware of
the implications of their decision [# 1:118].
The amount of times this topic had to be addressed, seemed
to differ between groups, though. The amount of times a quote by
each group was coded as relating to mapping differed: For group
1, 10 quotes are coded with mapping, in group 2 there 3 quotes
coded as mapping. In both groups there seems to be a slight tendency to discuss mapping in phase 3 over phase 2.
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Mapping
Group 1
Group 2

Phase 2
4
1

Phase 3
6
2

Table 2: Occurrences coded as mapping

One participant pointed out in the focus group, that both
groups had stayed with the three measures and also kept the colors. This relates to mapping as it tries to map the signal to shapes
and colors.
4.2.4. Documentation
Most of the time groups are focused on thinking, sketching and
creating; the participants do not take any action specifically
aimed at preserving their sketches, especially not preparing their
discussions for documentation. When talking about, it is aimed at
reducing errors while working [# 1:174]. The two lists of words
that were created in the sketching phase, can either be seen as a
way to externalize thinking or to document thinking (see Quote
14 on page 40 and Quote 12 on page 40).
F: “Which one is the blue one? This one?”
H: “Yeah.”
[laughs]
F: “We should label them or something like that because that is
such a returning question.”
Quote 70: 1:174

A: “I mean we do have the touch. I mean we have this idea of …
that we have these: We have the touch, the movement itself,
[that is] the fluidity of the movement and then also we have the
meaning context, which is like, which we didn’t really answer
what it was. But there is definitely the meaning context. So
when it would be like you suggested” [looks and points at C]
“then we would kind of take away meaning. I am not saying
this is the best. Then we would have the same movement, but
we would lose the meaning of it and we would just assign it a
new meaning. When we have.. emm… What I am thinking,
what about the touch? You know my approach with the iPad or
what the tablet was. Maybe we can somehow keep the touch.
And then we have your idea” [points to B] “with the wristband
where we keep the movement, but then we don’t have the touch
because you just do it into the emptiness” [gestures a high-five
with circular motion]
[B, D, C comment on it]
Quote 71: 1:44
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In the first phase, there seemed to be the need for one person
to take on the synthesis of all the ideas that had been produced [#
1:44, 1:186]. The participants in group 1 were more effective in
this and “put the ideas out there” for other to discuss. The organization of information was effective in the way that another group
member could later pick up on that and present the results to the
other group effectively, albeit with some help. [# 1:187]
In group 2, the synthesis process does not seem as effective
as in group 1. This becomes evident when one person tries to
start to offer a structure for the generated ideas; the group then
stays quiet when it becomes clear that they have to pick some of
the ideas. [# 1:186] When presenting the ideas, the person that
started the synthesis then describes the overall approach the
group took and presents his sketches by holding up his piece of
paper and pointing at it. Two other group members then present
their sketches in the same way.
[Everyone in the group looks down at the sketches that are on
the table]
F: “These ideas are not structured.”
H: “We need to go through as well.”
G: [inaudible]
G: “Let’s go through.”
[inaudible]
[gestures around sketches]
[talks about 40s]
G: “We need to pick some out.”
[silence]
Quote 72: 1:186

B: “Well we thought about different attributes of this high-five:
the movement, but also why we do it, what was the third
thing?”
A: “Touch.”
B: “Yeah, the touch. The aspect of touch. Ehm. So basically it’s a
really physical movement obvious. There is to hands, but we
also though about how we could do virtually maybe, even, yeah,
just one person in the air and this other person somewhere else.
– The movement was kind of a fluent movement, I mean, you
have to kind of, to meet the other hand, so if you meet the target
it feels [inaudible].”
Quote 73: 1:187

In phase 2 and 3 and in both groups, there was no comparable behavior to the synthesis behavior displayed at the end of
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phase 1. The range of exploration, rigidness of the work structure
and the extent to which participant work individually could influence the synthesis behavior. If less options are explored it is less
necessary to bring everything that has been covered into coherent
whole. The same can be said if the work has been very structured.
However, if a lot of the time individual have worked on their
own, synthesis seems necessary to get an overview as a group and
exchange ideas that have not been adequately covered.
After each phase the participants presented their artifacts.
This was usually a group effort as almost everyone in the groups
participated in some way, only one participant in Group 1 never
added to the presentation.
F: “Then again: Would we be able to demonstrate this in 5
minutes? We need to set up this thing and we need to write this
code.”
Quote 74: 2:85

In group 2, one participant gives a general overview over the
approach the group took. He then proceeds to point out sketches
that another participant did [# P39], walks the other group
through them and also acts out some of the movements [# P40].
Following this, he turns to his own sketches and presents them as
well [# P41]. Then another group member takes over and presents her own sketches [# P42]. The participant whose sketches
were presented earlier adds another one that had not been presented [# P43].

Quote 75: P39
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Quote 79: P40

Quote 78: P41

Quote 77: P42

B: “Well we thought about different attributes of this high-five: the movement, but also why
we do it, what was the third thing?”
A: “Touch.”
B: “Yeah, the touch. The aspect of touch. Ehm. So basically it’s a really physical movement
obvious. There is to hands, but we also though about how we could do virtually maybe, even,
yeah, just one person in the air and this other person somewhere else. – The movement was
kind of a fluent movement, I mean, you have to kind of, to meet the other hand, so if you
meet the target it feels [inaudible].”
Quote 76: 1:187

Quote 80: P45

Group 1, one participants outlines the ideas the group came
up with and at some point also uses movements to illustrate a
point about missing the other person’s hand [# 1:187]. Afterwards
he asks one other participant to fill in some of the ideas they had
about how to use the movement as an interaction for a system.
One of the remaining participants then adds some of her points.
Comparing both groups, it is interesting to note that only
group 2 actually used the paper sketches when presenting their
ideas, yet, both groups employed movements. Interestingly, the
ideas group 2 presented are much more confined to the different
types of movements and their meanings, whereas group 1 tried to
find different factors that characterize the movements.
In phase 2 for group 1, the participant that is equipped with
the sensors starts the presentation and another participant takes
over. Both of them then demonstrate their concept [# P45]. The
participant that started then outlines how the artifact works technically.
The participant that starts of the presentation of group 2
presents as an introduction the sketches the other group created.
He then narrates the idea the group came up with and demos the
game with another participant and demonstrates how a full score
in their game would be accomplished.
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It is interesting that it is again group 2 that refers back to the
paper sketches, although these are the paper sketches that group 1
created.
In phase 3, both groups start out with the same pattern for
their presentation: Both groups first outline the idea they were
trying to implement and then demonstrate their artifact. In no
group is the presenter also performing the demonstration. However, group 1 continues to outline some other ideas they would
have liked to implement but lacked time: One of these ideas develops the presented concept further, whereas another idea starts
with a different concept inspired by the book. When asked about
the new concept one participant presents a paper sketch that part
of the group used to develop the concept.
It is worth to point out here that over the course of the
workshop the presentation styles of both groups seem to become
more and more similar.

4.3.

Material Constraints

This section will look into general observations about material
constraints and will then look into more specific aspects, such as
fluency and time constraints. Additionally, it will look into the
perception of the tool, visibility and the amount of changed programming code.
4.3.1. Discovery of Material Constraints
Uncovering material constraints is an important part of getting a
feel for the material that one is designing with. This happens
when encountering a limitation of the technology that a person
was not aware of. It happened for example when one participant
became aware that the electricity was not running through the
jeans she was wearing but that she had to attach the cable to her
skin [# 1:131].
A: “Why does it not work?”
B: “Because your…”
A: “the jeans.”
B: “…jeans is… hmm.. jahh.”
Quote 81: 1:131

The majority of quotes that are coded as involving material
constraints occur in phase 2. However, more quotes concerning
material constraints arise in phase 1 than in phase 3. All five of
the quotes in phase 1 co-occur with quotes that are coded as access issues. This seems to suggest that there are problems with
paper as a sketching material for movement-based interactions.
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The access issues with paper showed itself by participants confessing that they are bad at sketching [# 1:185] and two participants in Group 2 never putting a sketch on paper in the first
phase. Interestingly enough, one of these participants created a
sketch in phase three before the group created the visualization.
A: "I am really bad at sketching"[ ...sketches..]
A: "Maybe we have... Like the typical..."
[C and B start laughing]
A: "This is what I can do, okay!"
C: "No, it's about the gesture."
Quote 82: 1:185

Material
Constraints
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

Overall

Group 1

Group 2

5
16
3

3
99
3

2
5
0

Table 3: Occurrences of material constraints

What also has to be noted that situations when participants
run into material constraints do not cluster in the beginning of
the phase.
One material quality that no group really addressed or investigated in the workshop is the different averaging windows of the
tool. After the workshop participants said they perceived this to
be “broken”.
4.3.2. Time and Fluency
The participants actively discussed time constraints and appear to
plan their work accordingly. They postpone work that seems not
core to their work [# 1:152].
The participants seem to be of the opinion that the tool did
not allow them fluent sketching. When one participant mentions
F: “Are there people that want to hassle with that?”
[picks up sensor cables of tool]
H: “That takes too much effort.”
F: “Yeah.”
H: “We should first. Ehm. Proof of concept.”
Quote 83: 1:152

9

2 additional occurrences during the presentations
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that adjusting the thresholds of the tools looked like sketching
another participant, argues that using the tool overall does not
constitute sketching [# 2:8].
In the focus group it is hard to understand what material the
participants are referring to at a point in time. The participant in
[# 2:92] seems to suggest that exploring with the tool is not fluent
and that this is mainly because of the time that they had to commit.
Most participants agreed that phase 3 was lacking fluency.
They attributed this to the lack of speed [# 2:58] and the time required to understand the predefined program [# 2:81]. One participant likened the programming to configuring instead of
sketching. Additionally, one participant sees a gradual increase of
complexity in the tools that were used.
H: "The ease of exploring ideas with this material is really hard.
It's not that easy actually.”
B: "Yeah."
H: "So you have to make one work and then you can move on
to the next idea but you already committed twenty minutes to"
Quote 84: 2:92

C: “Can we decrease the threshold?”
[Moderator adjusts thresholds]
X: “This is really sketching!”
C: “Try again.”
F: “But this isn’t really sketching. Ehm. Because it is hard to get
it to work perfectly. You’re stuck with one idea. Trying out an
idea takes a long time, it becomes…”
H: “The fluency with the materials is…”
X: “Yeah, the fluency isn’t there.”
[F nodding]
Quote 86: 2:8

A: “But then of course they were really too slow… ehm… with
the programming… so it was… I mean, you can’t really work
in a team. No, just kidding!”
[lauging]
Quote 85: 2:58
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F: “But it was rather easy actually… Once you get into the
numbers. It’s not sketching, but… eh… “
H: “Configuring actually, right?”
F: “Yeah.”
Quote 88: 2:81

H: "It became more time-consuming to create something in
every stage: in the beginning it was really easy but in the end,
we needed to create that and that didn't go as fluent anymore,
so there was this decrease in fluency."
Quote 87: 3:8

4.3.3. Tool as Blackbox
It is worth to highlight that both groups approach the tool as a
black box. This can be seen when one participant notes that she is
not ready for moving on because she is not done “looking into the
magic” [# 1:90]. This “magic” might have made some participants
curious about the technical interior of the tool [# P87].
A: "I'm still looking into the magic of this. I am not yet done."

Quote 90: 1:90

Quote 89: P87

4.3.4. Visibility in the Group Setting
Several situations in the workshop showed issues with the visibility of sketching material. In the case of paper, the sketch is lying
directly in front of the person sketching and depending on the
angle other team members might have problems seeing the sketch
unfold [# P6, P7]. This seems to also depend on the intent the
sketch is used with, however. In the setting in [# P10] the colors
and the rough shape have to be communicated and for this
sketching in the middle of the table seems to be enough (see
Quote 35: P77 on page 48 for the sketch). This seems to suggest
that the visibility of paper seems to be less problematic, when the
goal of the sketch is to communicate an idea and develop it in the
group. However, the above setting also indicates that this might
be restricted to rather abstract sketches.
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Quote 95: P6

Quote 94: P7

Quote 93: P10

Quote 92: P4

Quote 91: P5
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When presenting paper sketches in a group setting, the person presenting the sketch to the other group had to hold it in a
way that some members of the group could not see it [# P4, P5].
This seems especially problematic in this situation because the
person not being able to see the sketch is the author of the sketch.
It is also interesting to note that the book that was meant to
inspire the participants in the last phase showed the same limitations for the visibility in the group as the paper sketches. Because
of the level of detail, participants had to lean in to actually see all
the details of the visualizations in the book. [# P8]
Limitations of visibility become more apparent when using a
computer: A computer is optimized for the one-person use case
and only this person can successfully read the programming code.
In some cases two people can sit on the same computer with the

Quote 97: P13

Quote 98: P8

Quote 96: P14

Quote 99: P11
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restriction that only one person can work at the same time. [#
P11,P13,P14]
In the video recording, we can also observe
a participant that stays in a rather nonergonomic position for several minutes after
starting to program [# P52]. Only when it is
pointed out to him that he can just take the
computer on his lap, does he change the position. The participants started out in this position when all members of his group were looking at the screen.
Furthermore, it has been observed that for
every group presentation the computer had to
be turned to the other group. This then lead to
situations where the presenting group did not
know if their actions had the desired effect.

Quote 100: P52

In contrast to the above-mentioned activities, enacting a gesture did not generally suffer
from the same issues for visibility. Enacting was
only problematic when one person did not pay
attention and missed it. However, this could
happen with any of the other ways to communicate concepts as well.
4.3.5. Minimal Code Changes
When working in the code groups were encouraged to only
change a part of the code that was specially marked. Both groups
generally conformed to this, except for one group that had to define new variables. The changes to the code were rather small.
Group 1 mainly added code (A) while commenting out the code
in the original file (B) [# P69]. The changes included creating new
geometrical figures and changing the background to black. Group
2 reused most of the geometrical shapes and added two images
(the code of group 2 is A in [# P68, P70].
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Quote 101: P69
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Quote 102: P68
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Quote 103: P70

4.3.6. Strapping to Body
One interesting situation occurred prior to the presentation of
group 1. The participant that was equipped with the sensor and
had aluminum foil attached to his shirt, used duct tape to attach
the tool to his the side of his pants. This can have several reasons,
among them: The participant’s range of motion was limited with
the cables or the completeness of the system as body augmentation was judged to be important. Furthermore, it shows that participant was comfortable enough with the tool to do this.

4.4.

Social Aspects

The results concerning social aspects are focused around roles
and on social inhibitions.
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4.4.1. Roles and Specialization
During the workshop several specialized roles could be identified.
In most cases the role formation happened implicitly and only in
situation did it happen by active discussion. This happened when
group 2 discussed how to approach the idea they had in phase 3:
They feared that working on this would take too much time and
then split up the group into a programmer part and a “physical”
part. Something similar happened in group 1, effectively. Yet,
there, only one group member programmed and the rest of the
group did not participate much in the creation, but opted to look
through the supplied book for more inspiration. The rest of the
group mainly talked and relaxed. At this point, the workshop was
nearing the end.
This role specialization seems to be unlikely in phase 1 because all participants are supplied with the same tools. However,
one behavior could be formalized into a role: In each group, there
seems to be the need to coordinate the synthesis of the work the
group has done in the time before the presentation. Each group
did this more or less effectively (see 4.2.4 Documentation on page
60). This role will strive to pull all the different threads together
the team was pursuing. It does not mean that this has to be the
same person that is presenting the work, yet. Therefore there
seem to be two roles that can but do not have to be filled by the
same person. In contrast to the synthesizer role, the presenter role
also could be witnessed in later stages. In these stages it was observed that there usually was one person narrating and one or two
persons performing with the artifact.
4.4.2. Influences of Social Inhibitions
The movements chosen for the workshop both have a social dimension as in most cases two people have to interact with each
other. As noted before, by acting the movements out social dimensions were uncovered. One topic that resurfaced a few times
was awkwardness: Not hitting a high-five or misinterpreting the
protocol was considered awkward; an awkward hug was mentioned as well.
When observing the participants several situations stood
out. In contrast to group 1, group 2 did not execute hugs between
people, neither in phase 1 nor phase 3. Group 1 seemed more
comfortable with this; however, in one situation the persons hugging jokingly display too much affection. This could be seen as a
try to make the situation ironic by overdoing it.
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5.

Discussion

The workshop will be discussed in two stages. In the first stage
general issues that occurred during the workshop are discussed
and set in context by using the literature that was introduced in
the theoretical background. After this, topics from the workshop
and the literature are presented that identify important characteristics for a tool for movement-based interactions.

5.1.

General Discussion

This section discusses the move from sketching to prototyping
during the workshop and the concept of fluency introduced earlier. Findings relating to the notion of technology as material are
discussed and insights about movement and speech are discussed.
Following this the importance of mapping is established and the
outcomes of both groups are compared.
5.1.1. Sketching and Prototyping
During the workshop a transition happens from a very explorative approach to an approach focused on refining with the aim to
have a presentable result. Participants said that the complexity of
the materials used was rising and they considered the last two
phases more similar to prototyping. This shift is most pronounced for group 2 in the second phase after exploring the material: Group 1 stays open and discusses different options whereas
the group 2 finds a way to frame the problem quite fast and then
switches to execution. However, even in that case participants
stay open to new possibility, for example, the interpretation of the
artifact as a game.
If we follow Buxton’s (2007) conceptualization it is rather
hard to pin down when exactly a shift happens between sketching
and prototyping. This is impeded also by the fact that he notes
that the transition between sketching and prototyping is gradual
and not clear-cut. This makes the concept for a research setting
not very helpful, however, it still is a good model to distinguish
two different ends of a behavioral spectrum. Therefore the vagueness of the concept does not invalidate it. What is important is
that there is conceptualization that distinguishes these approaches to a design situation. This is also, the point raised by Hartmann
(2009) when he sees the sketching–prototyping continuum congruent with the prototyping spectrum proposed by IDEA (inspire–evolve–validate). This sees all activities as essentially the
same activity and they definitely are similar, however, the intent
behind them has to be emphasized, especially so when looking at
tool support for both activities. As pointed out, using one term
for two activities with different intents seems to stretch the dis75
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criminatory power of that term needlessly. It is easier to have two
terms than one term that needs qualifying information.
5.1.2. Fluency
Participants noted the differences in fluency when working with
the different materials. They mainly agreed that the last phase did
not feel like sketching and was not fluent. They mainly attributed
to the time needed to create something and we could see the
groups postpone work that they felt was not needed. For example,
when talking about programming the visualization a participant
said that it took too long to figure out the visualization that was
provided, but as soon as they figured it out, it was rather easy.
This is an especially interesting statement considering how little
both groups changed the code. The participant mentioned the
coordinates to position elements on the screen as especially difficult.
Fluency was also discussed in the only situation the threshold was used by one of the groups. One participant remarked that
adjusting the threshold in this way constituted sketching, another
participant disagreed and said that the work with the tool does
not really constitute sketching. However, this does not contradict
that adjusting the threshold in itself is an activity that is very close
to sketching.
A participant noted that the complexity increased during the
workshop and pointed out that it is hard to sketch with the last
two materials because one has to commit considerable time to get
the artifact working. This can be seen in the length of time it took
both groups towards the end of phase 2 to fix and debug their
concepts. However, it has to be noted that also in sketching the
designer commits to a frame and then works with it until the
frame becomes internally inconsistent, then the designer will reframe (Schon, 1983); in effect the situation “talks back” to the
designer (Goldschmidt, 2003). In this case, the groups were left
with one artifact as their final version, yet Buxton points out that
sketches should be plentiful to be able to compare them. This is
not the case at the end of phase 2. Comparing different sketches
with this tool is difficult and would require multiple versions to
gain an overview and to compare them. However, the way the
workshop was setup also encouraged this behavior.
The use of paper sketching has been rather ambivalent in
this workshop. One group did not use sketching for a long time
but then sketched quite a lot. Participants mentioned that they
found it hard to sketch the movements and other participants
said they were not able to draw well. Some of the difficulty of using paper sketches is probably due to the necessity to draw the
human figure when drawing movement-based interactions. This
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would be supported by the fact that a participant that did not
sketch in the first phase later sketches the visualization on paper.
When looking back to the theory a unification of different
notions related to fluency was presented: A skill dimension that
describes the level of mastery over the material by the designer
and a dimension of material quality that describes a sketching
material with low transaction costs for a sketching move (quick,
timely, and inexpensive). When participants say that they find it
hard to sketch movement or that they cannot draw they are referencing this first dimension of mastery of the sketching material.
This dimension was brought up a few more times during the
workshop. One participant said that she is not a good designer,
but needs someone to implement her ideas. This is a notion that
goes fundamentally against the idea of sketching as thinking
while doing. However, it is interesting to repeat the study that
found that the sketches of experienced architects that were working with mental imagery while blindfolded were not worse than
architects that could sketch on paper. Yet, in this study all participants were experienced architects and were therefore very familiar with the building blocks of a building they could modify. It is
interesting to note that drawing the human figure in movementbased interactions is a quite different task from sketching a
graphical user interface on paper. That could mean that a good
sketcher also has to be very familiar with the subject area at hand.
5.1.3. Technology as Material
The notion of technology as material was one of the leading concepts for this thesis. Several ideas seem to have occurred to participants when being confronted with the material. One participant
mentioned that in the beginning the ideas were more abstract.
The idea to interpret the numbers on the screen going up as a
game score was voiced directly after interacting with it. This
could suggest that the tool used for sketching encouraged this by
presenting the numbers. It seems important to understand that
some ideas are more likely to occur when using certain tools over
others. For example, in this case if one would have used circles
that grow and eschewed numbers like the other group in their
visualization, the idea of a game might not have occurred to the
participant. Furthermore, the use of aluminum tape seemed to
lock the group into a use of the different sensors as binary measure. At least group 1 seemed to never step out of that, although
the group discussed about other ways to use the sensors.
With a workshop setting like this no conclusions can be
made about this, however, it seems appropriate to caution that
the way a material is used and presented can steer a designer in a
certain direction.
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5.1.4. Movement
The way participants incorporated movement into their design
activities was noteworthy. The literature study proposed that
there is a certain behavior that is unique to sketching, especially
the deictic gestures that were observed by Tholander & Karlgren
(2008). However, this behavior was observed with whiteboard
sketching. The expressiveness and experiential quality of movements could be seen when participants started mirroring movements: movements seemed contagious. This is in agreement with
the literature when children in a game mirrored movements of
other children they liked as mentioned earlier (Márquez Segura et
al., 2013). In a sketching situation this could be interpreted that
the participants want to “feel into” the movement. Additionally, a
participant performed a movement repeatedly to later create a
sketch of it on paper. This seems to suggest that movements have
an experiential quality that has to be considered when sketching.
In the literature review about sketching the conceptualization of sketching as entering a conversation with the material was
presented (Schon, 1983). It could be argued that the participants
were thinking through the movement and that participants used
the movements similar to an ephemeral sketching material. However, because the movements are ephemeral considering them as
a sketch material is probably stretching the meaning of a sketch
material too far. Nevertheless, all this supports the earlier argument that movement is too rich and experiential to just rely on
paper sketches.
5.1.5. Speech
The literature suggested that we would observe a distinctive kind
of language in sketching activities. Speech would be fragmented
with frequent repetitions and deictic phrases were to be expected.
The speech participants used was fragmented and is hard to understand without the context, however, participant only very seldom used deictic language. This might be due to the different
sketching materials. The study observing deictic utterances was
conducted using whiteboard sketching in team situations. This
differs from the sketching materials used in this study because a
whiteboard offers a frame of reference, which all participants create together. This ordering device is missing in this study as can
be seen especially in the need for a synthesis activity in phase 1.
Participants used speech extensively to negotiate their frame of
reference, yet without an external artifact as ordering device using
deictic language does not make as much sense.
An interesting fact is that one of the participants noted that
he preferred mental imagery in that situation. Mental imagery
lacks externalization and therefore cannot be considered a sketching material. In a group situation this also means that each group
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member has to create their own mental imagery and the group
has to keep this in sync. One could argue that speech is a sketching material because it externalizes thought and could then be
interpreted again by oneself. However, when not recorded, speech
is very ephemeral, which makes it rather hard to make moves as
in a typical sketching material. This interpretation of speech as a
sketching material very much stresses the meaningfulness of the
term sketching material. Yet, the study confirms that speech is an
important aspect of sketching.
5.1.6. Mapping
When looking at the artifacts both groups created when working
with the tool, it is striking that both groups used the sensors as
binary measures, although one would assume that numbering the
connectivity from 0 to 100 would suggest a continuous measure.
What this means is that both groups looked at each sensor conveying one kind of information and did not ascribe different
meanings to the sensor scale. One group discussed that they could
use the sensor in a way that would ascribe different meanings
according to the degree of connectivity but rightly identified the
problem that they would need to control the resistance for this.
However, there would have been ways to do exactly that: They
could have used the different levels of resistance of the body when
moving away from the place the diode is attached to. Yet, this
would have required extensive skin on skin contact. The group
could also have attached one sensor two times: One time to the
body and to a diode that is not connected to the body. This way
the body resistance would be higher and would produce a lower
connectivity reading than the almost perfect connectivity of the
diode.
Additionally, only one group ever adjusted the threshold
that cuts off the signal to filter out signal oscillation. This is even
more astonishing since this is the main visual mechanism to convert a continuous signal into a binary signal.
Reasons for this behavior could be that creating the physical
sketching and getting it to work somehow overpowered this finetuning: Getting the sketch to work and having something to present became more important than finding a better fit between
task and sketch. Additionally, there were enough sensors to do all
the things the groups wanted to do so there maybe was no need to
go with a more complex solution when an easier solution was
sufficient. A participant also pointed out that all groups used the
colors that were supplied by the code and never changed them.
This is an interesting observation taken together with the binary
measure.
Signal mapping as is also suggested by the exemplar tool described earlier as a core activity when working with sensor data. A
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sketching tool that includes sensors therefore should enable easy
mapping. The control over the mapping with the tool in the
workshop might have been too low, so that it would have been
too much work to adapt. Additionally, it has to be pointed out
that either knowledge about the basics of electricity were not
known to all participants or the connection was not made between electricity and the tool. This is evident by the fact that participants attached the cable to the pants and expected it to work.
Mapping seemed to be more important for prototyping than
for sketching activities. More quotes were coded relating to mapping in the third phase than in the second phase. Before mapping
can be discussed with the tool given to the groups, the physical
sketch had to be built. In this sense, the sensors of the tool had to
be connected to something: Both groups in effect built their own
diodes and connected the ground to a person. This points to another activity that has to be completed before mapping can occur
and that is connecting.
When looking at the differences between the groups it becomes apparent that group 1 discusses mapping more than group
2. If we look at the artifact each group built and the framing they
use differences between the groups become apparent that might
help explain part of the difference. Group 2 built a much more
involved physical artifact in contrast to group 1. Additionally, in
contrast to the way, group 1 approached mapping the signal,
group 2 framed there artifact as being part of a game. In the context of games three values going from 0 to 100 make sense as a
score. All of this might contribute to reducing the importance of
mapping, as group 2 was able to give these values a meaning in
the design frame they chose. In contrast, group 2 had to work
with the signal it had and had to figure out how to frame it in
order for it to conform to the meaning their artifact was supposed
to reflect. It is important to note that the group that was more
explorative also discussed mapping more than the other group in
the same stages.
5.1.7. Differences in Outcomes
It seems important to point out that the two artifacts the groups
build differ in a crucial quality. Whereas the hug artifact seems to
be something invisible that is more similar to a body modification, the high-five artifact is a physical interface that users interact
with. This is an interesting difference especially against the background of the differentiation between gestures and movements
made in the theory part (see 2.1. Movement-based Interactions
on page 11). The physical interface for the high-five could have
been built with tools reviewed in the beginning of this thesis;
however, the hug artifact is hard to built with the existing tools.
Yet, it has to be kept in mind that forcing groups to use the tool
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was a decision to elicit observations about the middle ground
between sketching and prototyping when working with digital
tools. This does not mean that the tool is necessarily very good for
sketching movement-based interactions.

5.2.

Guidelines

In this section guidelines are gathered that would improve tools
for sketching with movement-based interactions. The guidelines
are deduced from issues in the workshop and literature. Issues
from the workshop are compared to the presented literature to
gain deeper insight into the guidelines and to place them firmly in
the area of movement-based interactions, sketching, technology
as design material and design tools.
5.2.1. Low Transaction Costs
A user using the system should be able to achieve fluency. That
means the transactions costs of sketching moves have to be very
low (Moussette, 2008), so that the design situation can “talk back”
to the designer (Goldschmidt, 2003). Using the system has to be
quick, which means the effects of a manipulation should be apparent immediately. It has to be easily available and easy to set up.
Furthermore, as it is an electronic system including a functionality to undo sketching moves would probably lower the threshold
that users have to overcome to change a sketch. Programming is
unlikely to be a good mechanism to interact with such a sketching
system, as could be seen from dissatisfaction from the participants in the workshop. It even has to be taken care that an additional programming mode that is not forced on the user is integrated in a way so as not to clash with the rest of the system as
could be observed in Sketchify (as described in 2.5.3 Prototyping
Systems on page 24).
5.2.2. Focus on Experience: Connecting and Mapping
Instead of programming, the experiential quality of the movements should be in the forefront. This could be achieved by having a sketch immediately functioning and usable as soon as a sensor is connected. If the user wants then to change the connection
parameters, she should be able to change the mapping of the parameters between input and output, but this should not be necessary due to sensible defaults. As pointed out above, connecting
and mapping have to be considered important in sketching and
prototyping. Changing this mapping should be fast and efficient
and the effects should be immediately apparent to the user. This
gradual introduction of complexity could also be seen in Sketchify (as described in 2.5.3 Prototyping Systems on page 24). It also
enables the designer to start with a frame of the situation and
immediately see the implications of it, therefore enabling a conversation with the design situation (Schon, 1983). A way to con81
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struct complex mappings could be to use the technique of programming by demonstration as used in the exemplar system (see
2.5.3 Prototyping Systems on page 24). This enables the user to
record a pattern of sensor values to define a wished state and trigger an output. All this should be designed in a way that it encourages exploration so that participants do not have to plan as much
as could be observed in the workshop.
5.2.3. Enable Overview and Comparison
In the workshop, a synthesis and a presentation activity were
identified. These were activities that were primarily lead by one
person of the group but other group members also participated. If
a sketch does not have to be presented to people that were not
involved in the sketching, the presentation activity is less important. Yet, it might often be interesting to get feedback on
sketches by other designers or even users.
A synthesis activity as evident in the workshop should probably be enabled by a sketching tool and not hindered. Achieving
overview over the created sketches, the ability to easily navigate,
combine and annotate them directly enables synthesis. The issues
that were identified for paper-based sketches in the literature also
support this (see 2.4.2 Areas for Tool Support in Paper-based
Sketching on page 22). Additionally, it is beneficial to share multiple versions when looking for feedback (see 2.2. Sketching and
Prototyping on page 7). Getting a good overview would then be
essential for good feedback.
This directly relates to Buxton’s declaration that sketches are
social things (see 2.2. Sketching and Prototyping on page 7). He
means that a sketch only really unfolds its impact when shared
and discussed. However, that leads to a certain tension when considering the distinction between tools for outcomes and tools for
thinking made by Stolterman et al. A sketching tool would have
to navigate this tension but in doubt should probably err on the
side of thinking than presentation.
5.2.4. Synthetic, Compositional, and a Tool for Thinking
As written above, practicing designers seem to prefer tools that
are synthetic and compositional (see 2.4. Design Tools on page
20). This means the tool should primarily try to integrate information and design parts into a new whole, in contrast to splitting
up into smaller parts and solving individually. This also points to
the fact that a design tool should acknowledge its surrounding
ecosystem. This could be seen in the workshop when participants
were using a mobile phone camera to digitalize their sketches to
use them in the visualization. This suggests that a tool should be
able to interact with other tools easily to enable the designer to
create coherent whole.
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The tools that were presented above that were created in academia were criticized for creating one big system that all other
tools had to be adapted to. Aiming for a tool that conforms to the
idea of composition would arguably also try to fit in and not become the big master system. This could be achieved by creating
bridges to the other systems but at the same time trying to stay
one of the tools. This will probably make mastery of the tool more
difficult as each designer has to find out how the tool relates to
other tools, however, it also gives the designer more flexibility in
her tool use.
5.2.5. Respect Characteristics of Movement
Tools to sketch movement-based interactions have to take into
account the nature of movements. In the workshop we could observe users that would get up during the workshop to perform a
movement and then sit down again. This might have been because they felt constrained while sitting. A sketching tool should
not add to constraints already inherent in the environment unnecessarily. In the workshop, a participant taped the tool to his
leg while working with it in the second phase. This might have
been due to the fact that the amount of cables restricted his
movements but also due to aesthetic reasons as this was more of a
body extension than an interface. Yet, the weight and the size of
the tool do not help in a situation like this. Despite this, no issue
was found in the workshop with cables, yet no participant in contact with the system moved really freely or excessively.
This is important when looking at the importance of experiencing a movement (see 5.1.4 Movement and 2.1. Movementbased Interactions). Participants mirrored movements and performed them several times to be able to sketch them. A tool to
support sketching with movements has to allow users to “feel
into” the movement for themselves repeatedly.
5.2.6. Support Teams
A sketching tool for teams should take the limitations of creativity in teams into account. As has been pointed out in the literature
blocking is a key factor in group brainstorming that limits creativity (see 2.2.2 Teams). When designing tools for group sketching this also has to be taken into account because it signifies the
need for every individual in a team to get access to the system
when they have an idea. This either means that the system should
be multi-user or that every participant in a sketching session has
access to one instance of the tool.
Furthermore, we could observe in the workshop that the
groups split in the last phase. In this phase they had to use the
computer to program a visualization. Participants were probably
tired by the long workshop and it was shown above that they were
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concerned about the time constraints. The participants also said
that the way the programming was set up, it was quite easy as
soon as they thought themselves into the situation. However, they
all agreed that the programming was not akin to sketching. Despite all this, programming on a notebook or desktop computer
does not seem good at enabling group work. Additionally, the
physical posture when using a computer is a posture of singular
focus into the computer. This will probably be not inviting to
other team members.
Additionally, the system should respect the different skill
levels of its users if used in interdisciplinary teams. The capabilities of the system should be able to increase so that people not
experienced with the technology can participate but more experienced users can dive more deeply into the sketching tool. The tool
has to allow for mastery.
Finally, by enabling teams to use the system important social
aspects can be discovered. Gestures and movements are often
performed in the presence of other people (see 2.1. Movementbased Interactions). This context is important to investigate in a
design situation so that users can be spared feelings of shame or
social inhibitions can be discovered early enough. This could be
seen in the workshop when two participants did not perform a
full hug or when two participants overdid the hug.
5.2.7. Optimize for Visibility
As has been pointed out above there are several issues with the
materials used in the workshop in relation to visibility. Especially,
the issues relating to the computer display have to be kept in
mind when creating a digital sketching tool. If the screen that
would be used for this is too small and cannot be seen by every
group member, these participants will not be able to participate
effectively. This could be seen in the workshop during the presentation of the paper sketches when the author of the sketch could
not follow the presentation of his sketch because the presenter
held the sketch in a way that the other group could see it but not
the author.
In the literature, we could see the distinction between manipulations and effects (see 2.4.1 Manipulations and Effects). For
the immediate support of teams it is probably more important
that all users are aware of each other’s actions in group work. No
matter what material, in a group setting the effects of a manipulation have to be visible to all group members. It is not as important
for the group members to also see the manipulations. However,
in movement-based interactions the actual manipulations towards and around the interface can be an important factor as
well.
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It would probably be good to have one central place of reference for team discussions, though. In traditional paper sketching,
for example, all sketches of all participants can be pinned against
a foam board and enable an overview. This could then be used
like one of the group used sketching on paper in the middle of the
table to communicate about the concept.
5.2.8. Articulate Material Qualities
A sketching tool for movement-based interaction should communicate the material constraints of its technology in an open
way. This way the sketcher will get a better feeling for when to use
which sketching material. Sketchers cannot be expected to deduce
too much about the material qualities: Participants did not notice
the different averaging windows for the sensors. The differences
between the different averaging windows were very small; participants might not have noticed them or simply believed it to be a
malfunction. If these material constraints are communicated
clearly this might be an additional inspiration for users (see 2.3.
Technology as Design Material). However, as has been argued in
the discussion, the technology as material also makes it clear that
all characteristics of a material can influence the designer in a
certain direction. Great care has to be taken to not guide the designer in a direction that is not motivated by the actual qualities
of the material used.

5.3.

Main Insights

The results from the workshop could stress the importance of the
concept of fluency for sketching: low transaction costs as a material quality and mastery of the sketching material by the designer.
Furthermore, the use of movement and speech as ephemeral
sketching material was noteworthy, which is not supported by
current tools. Additionally, the fact that participants repeated
movements they have seen other participant perform seems to
suggest that movements have an experiential quality that participants have to feel for themselves. Paper here has the advantage
that it leaves a trace that can be discussed.
Mapping between signals for prototyping, but also for
sketching, of movement-based interactions seems very important.
When working with sensors there seem to be two stages that can
be split up into connecting the sensors and mapping the signals.
Furthermore, during the workshop the importance of low transaction costs when designing such a tool became obvious. Participants felt they had to work too much to get a presentable result.
Building a tool that is working from the first connection on and
does not need complicated mapping would help to mitigate this.
Furthermore, overview and visibility were identified as important factors in such a tool. Overview is important for sketch85
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ing as it enables the sketcher to compare different sketches and
might elicit new ideas. Additionally, it is also important for the
synthesis of ideas and a short narrowing down of the design space
to then explore again in this narrower space. In contrast to overview, which is most important at the end of sketching, visibility is
important during team sketching. Sketchers have to be aware of
the sketching moves of their fellow sketchers when working on
the same sketch.
Visibility also hints that using a system like a traditional
computer is probably not the right choice for a context defined by
team sketching and movements. Traditional desktop and notebooks suggest a working style of single focus of one user on one
system. This comes across as contrary to the team setting and the
overall idea of visibility of effects.
A tool for sketching with movements should also not constrain the user by using cables or being too heavy and big. Also
the tools should be supporting teams and to profit from the social
dimension of teamwork. At the same time, this brings demands
for multi-user support with it, as blocking the use of a system is a
problem in creative work in teams.
Currently, the available tools do not conform to most of the
guidelines. Transaction costs in all tools based on electronics are
very high and the same is true for the tools using textual programming. Exemplar enables the use of programming by demonstration and therefore supports a focus on the experience. None
of the presented tools work by just connecting the sensors, but
they need more configuring. Getting an overview to view or experience different sketches side by side is not possible in these tools.
The commercial tools available right now make an effort to fit
into the existing ecosystem with bridge modules or by acting as
traditional keyboard. Yet, the tools created in research try to integrate all other tools into their one big system. Additionally, all
these tools possibly restrict movements too much because of their
weight and the fact they are mainly cable-based; a problem that
becomes more pronounced the more designers move away from
gesture to movement-based interactions. None of the tools supports teams in a meaningful way, which shows in the fact that
some of the tools are limited to the use with one central computer
with keyboard and mouse interactions. This seems limiting for
exploring movement-based interactions and it also seems lacking
when considering the work in teams.
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6.

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis set out to investigate a perceived gap in tool support
for sketching movement-based interactions in interdisciplinary
teams. In the case that such a gap between currently available
sketching and prototyping tools and the needs of designers exists,
the aim was to establish possible guidelines for designing these
tools, instead of developing a tool for sketching movement-based
interactions in interdisciplinary teams upfront. It is important,
however, to keep in mind that the focus of this work is limited to
the domain of movement-based interactions.
By establishing guidelines, this thesis implicitly argues that
such tools should exist and therefore should be built. This is
strongly influenced by the idea of digital technology as material.
The core of this idea is that digital technologies have specific
qualities just as any other design material. It is thought that including technology early in the design process during ideation
can inspire and open up the design space.
The gap in tool support was investigated by conducting a literature review as well as a review of candidate tools. Furthermore,
an observational study was conducted to observe sketching behavior with different materials when designing with movements
to gain further insight about this gap. The observations during
this study were then condensed into guidelines for design.
After reviewing the candidate tools for designing movement-based interactions, this thesis concluded that the existing
tools have limitations and are very much concentrated toward the
prototyping end of the sketching–prototyping spectrum.
The observational study was conducted as a workshop to explore how teams work with different materials when going from
sketching to prototyping in the design of movement-based interactions. Two teams were given two different movements, which
they should explore with paper, the tool described earlier and by
modifying the visualization of the tool by programming. Both
teams were instructed to stay as open as possible and to work
according to the idea of sketching they were presented with at the
beginning of the workshop. To hinder teams to commit too much
to their ideas, the teams switched the movements when switching
to a new material, yet they were instructed to build off the ideas of
the other team to keep the workshop moving from sketching to
prototyping.
Studying design behavior and thinking is a difficult balance
between reliability and validity. Design is a situational activity
and can therefore only very hardly be studied in a laboratory setting. Explorative stages of design as in this study are even more
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relying on free flowing thinking and action. Exercising too much
control will negatively impact exploration in design; exercising
too little control will reduce the explanatory power of the study.
This focus on natural behavior in the flow of a design situation
suggests that using observational methods and self-report was
adequate to collect the desired information. However, the choice
of this method leads to limitations, as the study is low in representability and vulnerable to sampling issues in the participants
and design tasks. Therefore care has to be taken when analyzing
the results as only few controls are employed. Furthermore, the
creation of a tool that participants used in the workshop does not
claim that the nature of this tool is a perfect fit for sketching
movement-based interactions. The role of the tool was to see how
participants would approach designing with a digital material that
could be used to sketch movement-based interactions. This is also
due to the idea that introducing technology earlier in the design
process can be favorable for exploration in a design process.
The study highlighted issues for the design of such tools that
were then condensed into guidelines: Tools for sketching movement-based interactions should have low transaction costs for a
sketching move. The focus when using the tool should be primarily on the experience of the user and newly connected sensors
should work immediately. It should be possible to get an overview
over the sketches and compare sketches. Such a tool has to integrate itself into the existing ecosystem and should respect the expressiveness and space demands of movements. The tool should
support teams and important information should be visible for all
team members. The tool should articulate important characteristics of the technology in an obvious way.
This thesis presents the starting point for further work into
sketching in movement-based interaction design. Some limitations of this study open possible venues for further research.
First of all, the tool used as the bridge between sketching and
prototyping was itself a prototype to elicit characteristics that a
tool in this place should have. It seems a tool that wants to support movement-based interactions has to support a wide range of
sensors and actuators, but still be able to expose the material
qualities of each sensing technology. Building such a tool is an
aim for further research.
Additionally, the participants in the workshop were primarily not practicing interaction designers. Looking at how practicing
designers would look to integrate this tool into their process
when working with movement-based interactions is an aspect
that has to be explored as Stolterman et al. (2008) urged above.
Furthermore, the design situation was a very loose and open
design task designed to encourage exploration. It could be inter88
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esting to see how designers would use a final tool in a more real
life setting. However, the explorative nature of the tool has to be
kept in mind to not suddenly test a tool more oriented towards
sketching in a setting were a prototyping tool would be more appropriate.
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